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INTRODUCTION

The annual report of dte Center for Volcanic and Tectonic Studies (CVTS) contains a
series of papers, maps, and reprints that review the progress made by the CVTS between October
1, 1991 and December 31, 1992. During this period CVMS staff focused on several topics that
had direct relevance to volcanic hazards related to the proposed high-level nuclear waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. These topics included:

(1) The role of the mantle during regional extension.

(2) The structural controls and emplacement mechanisms of PliocenelQuaternary basaltic centers
and dikes.

(3) The detailed geochemistry of individual volcanic centers in Crater Flat, Nevada.

(4) Estimating the probability of disruption of the proposed repository by volcanic eruption (this
topic is being studied by Dr. C-H. Ho at UNLV).

Activities

CVTS staff presented papers at several professional meetings including:

(a) Geological Society of America Annual Meeting in San Diego, California:
October 21-24, 1991.

(b) Geological Society of America Annual Meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio: October 26-29,
1992.

(c) The international conference of volcanism and risk assessment in Colima, Mexico:
January 22-26, 1992.

(d) The American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting in San Francisco, California; December
12-17, 1992.

In addition CVTS staff participated in several technical exchanges and field trips with
NRC, State of Nevada and NWTRB panels. These include presentations to:

(1) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste
meeting on the "Geological Dating of Quatemrny Volcanic Features and Materials" on
November 19,1991 in Washington. D.C.

(2) US. Technical Review Board~s Panel on Structural Geology and Geoengineering on
September 14-15, 1992 in Las Vegas.



(3) State of Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects on April 10, 1992.

CVTS staff also presented invited talks, seminars and field trips to the public about
volcanism and the proposed nuclear waste repository. CVTS staff feel that part of their
responsibility is to provide the public with unbiased and alternative views of the issues related to
the proposed high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. Invited talks and lectures to
public meetings and civic groups as well as large enrollment classes at UNLV provide the
community with a source of information regarding the geology and geologic hazards related to
the project.

CVTS Staff

This year was a period of transition for CVTS staff. During the year four geologists served
as research associates. During the period October 1, 1991 to December 30, 1992, CVTS staff
included Eugene I. Smith (PI), Tery Nanmann (October 1, 1991 to December 1, 1991), Jim Mills
(February 1, 1992 to June 1, 1992), Mark Martin (February 1, 1992-October 1, 1992) and Tim
Bradshaw (October 1, 1992 to present) as research associates and Tracy T. Switzer (student
assistant). In addition, one graduate student (Shirley Morikawa) was partially funded to complete
a Master's Thesis in geology. Mark Reagan and Dan Feuerbach (University of Iowa) received
partial funding to do U-series dating of the Lathrop Wells cone. ID. Walker (University of
Kansas) continued to do isotopic analyses in cooperation with C`VTS staff.

Organization of the Annual Report

This report includes the following contributions:

(1) "The role of the mande during crustal extension: constraints fromn geochemistry of volcanic
rocks in the Lake Mead area, Nevada and Arizona" by D.L Feuerbach (University of Iowa),
E.L Smith (CVTS-UNLV), JD. Walker (University of Kansas) and jean Tangeman
(University of Michigan). This paper is in review by the Geological Society of America
(Bulletin).

(2) "Tertiary geology of the Reveille quadrangle, northern Reveille Range, Nye County, Nevada:
Implications for shallow crustal structural control of Pliocene basaltic volcanism." by Mark
Martin (CVTS-UNLV).

(3) Activities of Tim Bradshaw; October 1, 1992 to December 30,1992.

(4) Copies of abstracts submitted by CVOS staff during the year of funding.

These include:

(a) "New insights on structural controls and emplacement mechanisms of
Pliocene/Quaternary basaltic dikes, southern Nevada and northwestern Arizona." by
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Faulds, Feuerbach and Smith. Presented at the Geological Society of America National
Meeting in San Diego.

(b) "Intermediate and mafic volcanic rocks of the northern White Hills, Arizona:
implications for the production of intermediate composition volcanic rocks during regional
extension" by Cascadden and Smith. Presented at the Geological Society of America
National Meeting in San Diego.

(c) "Hornblende geobarometry fomn mid-Miocene plutons: implications regarding uplift
and block rotation during Basin and Range extension" by Metcalf (UNLV) and Smith.
Presented at the Geological Society of America National Meeting in San Diego.

(d) "Volcanic risk assessment studies for the proposed high-level radioactive waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, U.SA. by Smith, Feuerbach (University of Iowa)
Naumann, and Ho. Presented at the interational conference of volcanism and risk
assessment in Colima, Mexico

(e) "The Mt. Perkins Pluton: shallow-level magma mixing and mingling during Miocene
extension" by Metcalf (UNLV), Smith, Nall (UNLV) and Reed (UNLV). Presented at the
Geological Society of America National Meeting in Cincinnati.

(f) "Geochemical fingerprinting of progressive extension in the Colorado River extensional
corridor, U.S.A.: a preliminary report" by Feuerbach (University of Iowa), Smith, Reagan
and Faulds (University of Iowa) and Walker (University of Kansas). Presented at the
American Geophysical Union Fall meeting in San Francisco.

(5) A paper entitled "Eruptive probability calculation for the Yucca Mountain site, U.S.A.:
statistical estimation of recurrence rates" published in The Bulletin of Volcanology by Ho. Smith,
Feuerbach (University of Iowa) and Naumann describing the cooperative study between CVTS
staff and Dr. C.-H Ho regarding risk assessment studies.
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ABSTRACr

One of the fundamental questions in areas of large-magnitude extension and

magmatism is the role of the mantle in the extension process. The Lake Mead area is

ideally suited for developing models that link crustal and mantle processes because it

contains both mantle and crustal boundaries and it was the site of large-magnitude crustal

extension and maginatism during Miocene time. In the Lake Mead area, the boundary

between the amagmatic zone and the northern Colorado River extensional corridor

(NCREC) parallels the Lake Mead fault system (LMFS) and is situated just to the north of

Lake Mead. This boundary formed between 11 and 6 Ma during and just following the

peak of extension, and corresponds to a contact between two mantle domains. There is

circumstantial evidence for a spatial and temporal correlation between upper crustal

extension and the thinning of the lithospheric mantle (LM in the NCREC. During

extension in the NCREC, LM may have been thimed and replaced by asthenosphere

progressively to the west. During thinning and replacement of the UL in the NCREC, the

LM in the amagmatic zone remained intact. Contrasting behavior to the north and south of

this boundary may have produced the mantle domain boundary. The domain to the north

of the boundary is characterized by mafic lavas with a LM isotopic and geochemical

signature (e Nd = -3 to -9; 87Sr/86Sr 0.706-0.707). To the south of the boundary in

the NCREC, lavas have an OEB-mantle signature and appear to have only a minor LM

component in their source (c Nd = 0 to +4; 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703-0.705). Mafic lavas of the

NCREC represent the melting of a complex and variable mixture of asthenospheric mantle

(AM), LM and crust. Pliocene alli basalt magmas of the Fortification Hil field represent

the melting of a source composed of a mixture of AK, IEMU-like mantle and LM. Depth

of melting of alkali basalt magmas remained relatively constant from 12 to 6 Ma during

and just ifter the peak of extension, but probably increased between 6 and 4.3 Ma

following extension Miocene and Pliocene low £ Nd and high 87Sr/86Sr magmas and

tholefites at Malpais Flattop were derived from a LM source and were contaminated as



they passed through the crust. The shift in isotopic values due to crustal interaction is no

more than 4 units in C Nd and 0.002 in 87Sr/96Sr and does not mask the character of the

mantle source.Te change in source of basalts from LM to AM with time, the OIB

character of the mafic lavas and the HIMU-like mantle component in the source is

compatible with the presence of rising asthenosphere, as an upwelling convective cell, or

plume beneath the NCREC during extension. Passive rifting is probably more applicable

to the NCREC than active rifting because OQI-type alkali basalt volcanism is

concentrated in a restricted geographic area for nearly S m.y. The LIES, a major crustal

shear zone, parallels the mantle domain boundazy. The LMFS may represent the crustal

manifestation of differential thinning of the LM or the rejuvenation of an older lithospheric

structure.

INTRODUCTION

In areas of large-scale extension there ae fundamental questions regarding the role

of the mantle in the extension process, the identification and age of mantle boundaries, and

the relation between. mantle and crustal boundaries. We use the Lake Mead area of

southern Nevada and northwestem Arizona to address these quesdons. The Lake Mead

area is well suited for this purpose because it contains both mantle and crustal boundaries

and it was the site of large-magnitude crustal extension and magmantism during Miocene

time.

The Lake Mead ar contains the boundary between the Westem Great Basin and

Basin-Range mantle provinces (Figure 1) (Menzies et al., 1983; Fitton et a., 1991) and

the contact between asthenospheric (OIB) and lithospheric (FM) mantle domains

(Menzies, 1989). Mafic volcanic rocks in the Basin-Range mantle province have £ Nd

between +5 and +8 and initial 87Srd86Sr .0.703 (tPy et al., 1987; Menzies et al., 1983;

Farmer et al, 1989). In contrastL the Western Grew Basin province is tingished by
8 7Sr/86Sr >0.706 and £ Nd between 0 and -11 (Menzies et al., 1983; Fitton et al., 1988;

Fitton et al., 1991). Mafic volcanic rocks of the Sierra Nevada mantle province (Figure 1)
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(Leeman, 1970; Menzies et al., 1983; Fitton et al., 1988) are isotopically identical to those

of the Western Great Basin province. Basalts with high 87Sr/86Sr and low £ Nd described

by Farmeret al.(1989) in southern Nevada lie within the Western Great Basin province.

Several important crustal structures pass through the Lake Mead area (Figure 2a).

Among these are the Lake Mead fault system (LMFS) (Anderson, 1973; Bohannon,

1984), a northeast trending set of left-lateral strike-slip faults, and the Las Vegas Valley

shear zone (LWSZ), a northwest striking set of right-lateral strike-slip faults (Longwell,

1960; Longwell et al., 1965; Duebendorfer and Wallin, 1991). The LMFS separates thick

sections of Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks to the north from an area to the

south nearly devoid of these sections (Longwell et al., 1965; Anderson. 1971). Segments

of the LMF`s define the boundary between the amagmatic zone and the Northern

Colorado River extensional corridor (NCREC) (Faulds et aL, 1990) (Figure 2a). The

LMFS also separates two regions that have undergone different amounts of extension. To

the south of the LMFS, in the NCREC, crust was extended by a factor of 3 to 4. To the

north, in the amagmatic zone, crust was extended by a factor of 2 (Wernicke et al., 1988).

The amagmatic zone is a region between 360 and 370 north latitude of minor igneous

activity that separates the Great Basin from the Colorado River sections of the Basin-and-

Range province. This zone corresponds to a regional southerly topographic slope and a

gravity gradient with an amplitude of about 100 mgals (Eaton, 1982; Eaton et al., 1978).

The zone also represents a boundary between contrasting migration directions of

magmnatism and extension (Taylor and Bartley, 1988; Glaner and Supplee, 1982;

Reynolds et al, 1986). In addition to these structures, a major lithospheric boundary

defined by Nd mapping of Proterozoic basement rocks trends north-south just to the east

of the Colorado River (Bennett and DePaolo, 1989). To the west of the boundary in the

Lake Mead aR, Proterozoic rocks are characterized by model ages of 2.0-2.3 Ga. To the

east of the boundary older basement rocks are 1.8 to 2.0 Ga.

The ielation between the LMFS and the LVWSZ is hody debated (e.g.,
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Duebendorfer and Wallin, 1991). The LVVSZ crosses the amagmatic zone and does not

serve as a boundary between the NCREC and the amagmatic zone. Recently

Duebendorfer and Wallin (1991) suggested that the LVVSZ projects eastward to the

north of Lake Mead and serves as the northern boundary of the Saddle Island detachment

terrane. It is possible that the proposed eastward projection of the LVVSZ together with

the LMFS forms the northern boundary of the NCREC.

Volcanism is rare in the amagmatic zone and is limited to low-volume Pliocene

basalt centers at Black Point and in the Las Vegas Range and moderate volume basaltic-

andesite volcanoes on Caliville Mesa (Feuerbach et al., 1991) (Figure 2b). In the eastern

part of the Lake Mead area at Gold Butte, and in the Grand Wash trough are numerous

late-Cenozoic alkali basalt centers (Cole, 1989) (Figure 2a). Adjacent to and within the

LMFS is the middle- to late-Miocene Hamblin-Cleopatra volcano (Thompson, 1985;

Barker and Thompson, 1989), the Boulder Wash volcanic section (Naumann, 1987), and

flows of late-Miocene basalt interbedded with Tertiary sediments near Government Wash

north of Lake Mead (Figure 2b). The area south of the LMFS contains numerous Miocene

and Pliocene volcanic centers (Figure 2b). Ihe most notable of the Miocene centers are in

the River Mountains (Smith, 1982). McCullough Range (Smith et al., 1988), Eldorado

Mountains (Anderson, 1971), Black Mountains (Faulds et aL, 1990), Hoover Dam (Mills,

1985); at Malpais Flattop (Faulds et al, 1991), and in the White Hills (Cascadden, 1991)

(Figure 2a). Pliocene centers comprise the Fortification Hill volcanic field that extends

discontinuously from near Willow Beach, Arizona to Lake Mead (Figure 2b). In the Lake

Mead area, for the most par, volcanism preceeded block tilting related to regional

extension (9 to 12 Ma; Duebendorfer and Wallin, 1991). Calc-alkaline intermediate lavas

were erupted between 185 and about II Ma. Low-volume basaltic andesite (10.3 to 8.5

Ma), tholeiitic basalt (9.7 to 10.6 Ma), and alkalic basalt (4.3 to 6 Ma) mainly postdate

extension (Smith et al, 1990).

This paper focuses on Miocene and Pliocene mafic volcanoes (SiO2<S5%)
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between 16.4 and 4.7 Ma in the arnagmatic zone and the NCREC. First, we present new

geochemical data and infer the source of thei mafic magmas. Next we show that crustal

interaction (contamination and commingling) with mnafic magmas occurred, but that the

isotopic values of the lavas are not shifted enough to mask the character of their mantle

source. Lastly, we use the mafic volcanic rocks that span the boundary between the

amagmatic zone and the NCREC as "a probe" into the mantle to determine (1) isotopic

differences across the boundary, (2) the age of the boundary, and (3) any link between

crustal and mantle processes.

INSTRUMENTAL TECIQUES

Whole rock ma cr lement concentrations were determined by Inductively Coupled

Plasma techniques (ICP) at Chemex Labs, Inc. (Sparks, NV). Rare-earth elements and Cr,

V. Sc, Co, Ta, Hf, Th were analyzed by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA)

at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory, University of Michigan. The multi-element standards

G-2, GSP-1, BHVO-1, and RGM-1 were used as internal standards. Ba, Rb, Ni and Sr

were determined by atomic absorption and Nb and Sr were analyzed by X-ray

Fluorescence (XRF) at Chemex Labs, Inc. Rb and Sr were determined by isotope dilution

for samples which were analyzed for Nd, Sr and Pb isotope concentrations. Ni, Nb, Rb,

Sr. Zr, Y. Ba for Fortification Hill basalt were analyzed by XRF at the U.S. Geological

SureCy's analytical laboratory in Menlo Park, California. This study includes 27 new

isotopic analyses from 11 volcanic sections which represent all major volcanic centers and

a fairly complete sample of mafic volcanic rocks in the Lakc Mead area

Samples for isotopic analysis were dissolved at about 180 0C in a sealed bomb

using a HF/HN0 3 mixture. Samples were total-spiked for Rb, Sr. Nd and Sm. Separation

of Rb, Sr, and REE group elements was done using standard cation exchange techniques.

The HDEHP-on-Teflon method of White and Patchet (1984) was used for sepaton of

Sm and Nd. The HBr and HN0 3 methods were used for separation of Pb and U,
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respectively, on aliquots from the whole rock solution. All isotopic analyses were done on

a VG Sector 54 mass spectrometer at the University of Kansas. Analyses of Sr and Nd

were done in dynamic multicollector mode with 88Sr=4V and 14 4Nd=lV; Rb and Sm

were analyzed in static multicollector mode with 87Rb=200mV and 147Sm=SOOmV.

Analyses for Sr and Sm were done on single Ta filaments; Rb was rum on single Re

filaments. Nd was run both as NdO+ and Nd4. Analytical blanks were less than Wonpg for

all elements. Strontium isotopic compositions are normalized for 86Sr/88 Sr=0.1 194 and

referenced to NBS-987 87Sr/86Sr=0.710250. Reproducibility of Sr values during these

runs was better than ±0.000020 based on replicate runs of NBS 987. Neodymium isotopic

compositions are normalized to 14 6Nd/ 144Nd=0.7219 and referenced to LaJolla

143NdJ144Nd=O.51 1850. Epsilon values for Nd at crystallization are calculated using

(I 43 Nd/l 4 4Nd)(CHMo Ma)=0.512638. and I47 Sn/I 44Nd(cHURoMa)=0. 1967.

Reproducibility of Nd values are about 0.25 epsilon values based on replicate analyses of

LaJolla and in-house standards. Lead isotopic analyses are referenced to NBS 981

(common Pb) 20 7PbP20 6Pb=0.91464 and are corrected for 0.10%/amu fractionation.

Fractionation uncertainty is ±0.05%/amu (e.g., t 0.08 for 208 Pft 4Pb, ±0.04 for
207Pb 204Pb and ± 0.04 for 20 6Pb/ 204Pb. sotope dilution data for Sr, Rb, and Nd ae

reported in Table 1.

VOLCANOLOGY

Volcanic Rocks of the Northem Colorado River Extensional Corridgr

Eorfadtdon HillFild Fortification Hill basalt (FH) crops out in a 50 kn long by 30 km

wide north-northeast elongate area that extends frmm Lava Cascade, Arizona to Lake

Mead (Figure 2). Volcanic coen occur near north-northwest trending high-angle normal

falts. We divide the Fortificati Hil basalts into older and younger alkalic basalts (OAB

and YAB respectivtly) based on Na2 0+K2 0 (Figure 3a), light are-eart element (REE)

enrichment (Figure 3b) and modal mineralogy. OAB are mildly alalic hyperthene (OAB-
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hy) or nepheline-normative (OAB-ne) olivine-basabls with Ce/Yb mainly between 18-46

(Figure 3b). These rocks are dated between 5.88 to 4.73 Ma (Feuerbach et al., 1991).

Several OAB have higher Ce/Yb and fall outside the limits of the OAB field depicted in

Figure 3. Also, nepheline normative alkali basalts from Black Point have Cc/Yb between 7

and about 17 and are surrounded by a dotted line on Figure 3b. OAB lavas erupted from

north-northwest aligned cinder cones on Fortification Hill and from cinder cones at Lava

Cascade and in Petroglyph Wash (Figure 2). OAB lavas contain porphyritic iddingsitized

olivine phenocrysts in a trachytic to pilotaxitic groundmass of divine, andesine,

labradorite, diopsidic-augite and iron oxide. Coarse-grained plugs of OAB in volcanic

centers consist of olivine phenocrysts in a coarse-grained interstitial groundmass of

andesine, labradorite, diopsidic-augite and olivine.

YAB are xenolith-bearing nepheline-normative alkali-olivine basalts with elevated

Ce/Yb (37-68) (Figure 3b). These rocks range in age from 4.64 to 4.3 Ma (Feuerbach et

al., 1991; Anderson et aL, 1972) YAB occurs in three locations: a diatrerne at Petroglyph

Wash, en-echelon dikes and a vent along U.S. highway 93, about 10 an south of Hoover

Dam, and south of Saddle Island between the North Shore road and Lake Mead (Figure 2)

(Smith, 1984). The matrix of YAB ranges from glassy to interstitial or pilotaxitic and

contains microlites of plagioclase, altered olivine, altered diopsidic-augite and magnetite.

Olivine is the primary phenocryst phase. Ubiquitous to YAB are ultrarnafic inclusions and

megacrysts of augite and kaersutite (Nielson, manuscript in preparation; Campbell and

Schenk, 1950). Rare xenoliths of plagioclase-homblende diorite also occur in YAB.

Except for the presence of dionite inclusions in YAB, there is no petrographic evidence of

crustal contamiation in Fortification Hill lavas.

Riwr In the River MouMtains (iigure 2) an andesite-dacite stratovolcano is

surrounded by a field of dacite domes (Smith, 1982; Smith et aL,1990). Volcanism

occurred in four pulses. The first three are m aact by the eruption of calc-alkaline

andesite and dacite flows and the last by shyolite and alkali basalt. The first episode is
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associated with the emplacement of a quartz monzonite stock (The River Mountain stock)

dated at 13.4±0.5 to 12.8±0.5 Ma (K-Ar biotite dates; Armstrong, 1966,1970). Anderson

et al. (1972) reported a K-Ar whole rock date of 12.1±0.5 Ma for a basaltic-andesite of

the third pulse. In addition, Koski et al. (1991) dated pyroclastic deposits at the Three

Kids Mine in the northern River Mountains between 14.0±0.3 and 12.4±0.5 Ma by the

fission track technique (sphene) and concluded that tuff deposition was contemporaneous

with volcanism in the River Mountains.

Boulder .Wash Boulder Wash in the northern Black Mountains (Figure 2) contains a 700-

m-thick section of calc-alkaline dacite flows and flow breccias interbedded with flows of

pyroxene-olivine andesite containing abundant xenocrysts of quartz and orthoclase

(Naumann and Smith, 1987; Naumann, 1987; Smith et al., 1990). Petrographic and

textural evidence of magna commingling is well developed in the volcanic section and

associated plutonic rocks. Smith et al. (1990) and Naumann (1987) concluded that various

mixing ratios of alkal olivine basalt and rhyolite end members are responsible for the

textural variations. A dacite flow in the eastern part of the volcanic field was dated at 14.2

Ma (K-Ar whole rock date; Thompson, 1985).

MaWis FlatMp Malpais Fattop near Willow Beach, Arizona (Figure 2) contains a 100

m thick stack of hyperthene normative tholeutic basalt flows (TH) that erupted from at

least two centers now expressed as wide (40 m) dikes and plugs on the west side of the

Malpais Flattop mesa (Faiulds et al., 1991). Tholeiitic lavas have lower Na2O+K20 than

alkali basaks with comparable SiO2 content (Figure 3a), lower Cc/Yb than most OAB

(Figure 3b) and are hypersthene normative (Table 1). TH contain olivine and

clinopyroxene phenocmysts; oropyoxene is a comonun groundmass constituent

40Ar/39Ar whole rock dates of 9.7 i 0.5 and 10.6 ± 0.5 Ma were obtained for flows near

the top and at the base of the flow stack respectively (Fads and (3ans, unpublished data).

These dates contrast with a 6 Ma age reported by Anderson et al. (1972) and indicate that

eruptions at Malpais mesa occurred 4 m.y. earlier than the production of Fortification Hill
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basalts.

Eldorado Mountairt A sequence of mafic to felsic volcanic rocks erupted between 18.5

and about 12 Ma in the Eldorado Mountains (Anderson, 1971; Darvall et al., 1991)

(Figure 2). The sequence is divided into a lower section of basaltic-andesite (predominant)

and rhyolite lavas (Patsy Mine volcanics; Anderson, 1971); and an upper section of

basaltic andesite, dacite and rhyolite (Mt. Davis volcanics; Anderson, 1971). Mafic lavas

lack petrographic and field textures characteristic of crustal contamination or magma

commingling. A similiar section of mafic lavas in the White Hills, Arizona (Figure 2a)

formed by partial melting of mantle peridotite without sgnificant crustal interaction

(Cascadden and Smith, 1991; Cascadden, 1991). In the Eldorado Range, lavas and

associated plutonic rocks span the period of most rapid extension. Patsy Mine and the

lower parts of the Mt Davis section are tilted nearly 90 degrees. Younger units are

rotated less in the same structural blocks (Anderson, 1971).

Hambfin-C&MrraLVolcano The Hamblin-Cleopatra volcano (142-11.5 MA) (Anderson,

1973; Thompson, 1985) which lies along the north shore of Lake Mead (Figure 2), is a 60

kn 3 stratovolcano comprised of shoshonite, latite, trachydacite and trachyte lava (Barker

and Thompson, 1989). In addition, tephrL epiclastic sediments, intrusions and a well

developed radial dike system form the volcano. The volcano was dissected into three

segments by left-lateral strike-slip faulting associated with the LMFS (Ander, 1973;

Thompson, 1985; Barker and Thompson, 1989).

Volanc Rocks in the Arna=matic Zone

Ca1LEIEMeba Olivine-cinopyroxene bearing basaltdc-andesite erupted from compound

cinder cones on Callville Mesa and in West End Wash between 10.46 and 8.49 Ma

(Feuerbach ct al., 1991) (Figure 2). The vent on Callville Mesa sits on the footwall of an

east-west striking, down-to-the-south normal fault (Figure 2). Flows on Callville Mesa are

offset from S to 20 m by south-dipping west-southwest striking high-angle normal faults.

Basaltic andesite contains abundant quaz and alkali-feldspar xenocrysts that are rimmed
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by glass and acicular clinopyroxene (diopsidic-augite).

Because, the presence of a Paleozoic and/or Mesozoic sedimentary section is in

general characteristic of the amagmatic zone but not of the NCREC, the presence or

absence of these rocks is our main field criterion for assigning a volcano to a specific

province. The volcanic center at Callville Mesa sits on the boundary between the two

provinces within the LMFS and just to the south of the proposed eastward projection of

the LVVSZ. The Bitter Spring Valley fault passes just to the north and the Hamblin Bay

fault projects just to the south. It is unclear whether Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary

rocks lie beneath the volcanic centers on Callville Mesa since volcanoes sit on a thick

section of Tertiary sediments. However just to the northeast of CaIlville Mesa, flows of

basaltic andesite rest on Tertiary sediments which in turn sit unconformably on steeply

tilted Triassic and Jurassic sediny section. This relationship is the basis for the

assignment of the Callville Mesa volcano to the amagmatic zone.

BlJackPoint At Black Point on the west shore of the Overton Ann of Lake Mead (Figure

2), thin flows of alkali basalt (6.02 Ma; Feuerbach et al., 1991) associated with north-

striking en-echelon dikes overlie gypsiferous sediments of the Tertiary Horse Spring

Formation. Total outcrop area is about 12 km2. Basats at Black Point are nepheline-

normative alkali basalts (OAB-ne) that contain iddingsitized olivine, labradorite and

diopsidic-augite phenocrysts within either a trachytic or ophitic groundmass.

Las Vegas Range The Las Vegas Range locality is composed of thin flows of alkali bst

in a fault bounded basin just to the west of U.S. highway 93 (Figure 2). Flows (2 kn 2) are

mostly covered by Quaternary fanglomerate and alluvium and as a result no source area

was discovered. Basalt in the Las Vegas Range is dated at 16.4±0.6 Ma (K-Ar whole

rock date; Smith, unpublished data).

BiamlafGove7rnmentWash Olivne-phyric basalt crops out near Govenunent Wash just

north of Lake Mead. An 60480-mr-hick section of flows and agglomerates are interbedded

with the LoveD Wash member of the Tetiary Horse Spring Fo=Mation (Duebendorfer,
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personal communication, 1991). Basalt of Government Wash is dated at 12.0 Ma (K-Ar

plagioclase date) (Duebendorfer et al., 1991a).

Volcanic Rocks at Gold Butte and in the Grand Wash Trough

The Grand Wash trough and the Gold Butte area (Figure 2) contain flows, dikes

and plugs of olivine-phync aLkali basalt at locally contain mantle xenoliths (Cole, 1989).

Basalt in the Grand Wash trough is dated at 3.99 to 6.9 Ma (K-Ar plagioclase) and is

younger than alkali basalt to the west in the Gold Butte area (K-Ar plagioclase dates of

9.15 to 9A6 Ma; Cole, 1989) (Figure 2). Cole (1989) suggested that the alkali basalt

formed by partial melting of spinel peridotite. Low E Nd values (0 to +3.5) suggest that

lavas may have been contaminated by mafic crust or LM.

SOURCE OF MARC LAVAS

Introduction

In this section we argue that the isotopic variation of alkali basalt in the NCREC is

primarily due to differences in the mantle source not to crustal cont on. Cnstal

contamination is less of a factor for alkalic than tholeiitic rocks since they arm lower in

volume and less likely to reside in upper cnrstal chambers where open system processes

occur. Also, high Sr and light rare-earth element concentrations of aikalic magmas tend to

overwhelm any affects of crustal contamination. Futhermore, adkalic magmas commonly

contain mantle xenoliths and apparently rose quickly through the cs with little or no

contamination (e.g., Glazner and Farmer, 1992). Crustal contamination was an important

factor in the prduction of intermediate lavas of the River Momtains, mafic lavas at

Cal~ville Mesa, hypesthene-normative alkali basahs (OAB-hy) of the Fortification Hill

field, and tholeiitic basalts at Malpais Flattop. Although these magmas w contamina

by crust, we will shbw that the isotopic shift due to crustal interaction is small when

compared to the overall isotopic variation. Therefore, the isotopic composition of these
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contaminated mafic magmas is not shifted enough by crustal interaction to mask the

character of their mantle source. They are still useful for the mapping of mantle domains.

Mantle Source and Crustal Contamination

OAB, YAB and Grand Wash Trough

YAB and OAB of the Forification Hill field and alkali basalts of Grand Wash

trough have 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703-0.706, c Nd= -1 to +6.7, 206Pb/204Pb =17.8-18.7 and

20 8Pb/204Pb = 38-38.5 (Table 1). These alkali-basalts have Nd and Sr istopic

compositions and trace-element distributions that are similar to those of modem-day

asthenosphere-derived ocean island basalts (OIB) (Zindler and Hart, 1986; Fitton et al.,

1991) (Figures 4). We suggest that YAB originated from a source dominated by

asthenopheric mantle (AM), and as discussed below OAB melted a mixed AM-LM source

dominated by AM (Table 2).

When compared to typical OIB and the alkali-basalts of the Grand Wash trough,

OAB and YAB appear to contain an additional component. YAB and OAB plot between

LM and higher values of e Nd and 26Pb/204Pb (Figures 5) rat than lower Pb and

higher E Nd as do Grand Wash trough basalts. We suggest that the trend toward higher

rather than lower Pb is due to the presence of HIMU-like mantle (e Nd = 3.5,

20Pb/204Pb > 20) in the source of OAB and YAB. H]MU-like mantle may reside in

either the LM or upper asthenosphere (Zindler and Hart, 1986; Har, 1988; Hart et al.,

1992) or as detached oceanic sabs deep within the mantle (Weaver. 1991b). Weaver

(199lb) and Hart et aL (1992) suggest that the source of HIMU-mantle is in the

asthenosphere and that it is incorporated into the OlD source by rising plumes or mantle

diapirs. We infer tha the presence of this component in OAB and in xenolith bearing YAB

and its higher abundance in xenolith bearing alali basalts is more compatible with its

residence in AM than LM

OAB containing normative bypersthene (OAB-hy) are the oldest mafic lavas of
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the Fortification Hill field and have higher 87Sr/86Sr (0.7055-0.7057) and lower £ Nd

(-0.68 to -0.9) than the nepheline normative basalts of this group (Figure 4). Both crustal

contamination and the presence of a LM component in the source must be considered as

explanations for the lower £ Nd and higher 87Sr/86Sr of the OAB-hy lavas. Glazner and

Farmer (1992) demonstrated that xenolith bearing alkali basalts from the Mojave Desert,

California have Sr and Nd isotopic compositions similar to typical OIB, and xenolith-free

basalts have a range of compositions that trend from OlB toward values more typical of

continental lithosphere. They suggest that these isotopic compositions can be explained if

xenolith-bearing magmas passed through the crust quickly without interaction and

xenolith-free magmas stopped in the crust long enough for xenoliths to drop or be

digested and for crustal interaction to occur. In detail, alkali basalts in the Mojave Desert

display a trend toward higher 87Sr/86Sr and lower £ Nd with time (Glazner and Farmer,

1992). They attributed this trend to the hybridization of asthenospherically derived partial

melts by commingling with partial melts of Late Jurassic gabbro and Pro=ozoic diabase.

By this mechanism, £ Nd can be changed by as much as 3 units without appreciably

changing major or trace element chemistry. Two observations suggest that the Glazner

and Fanner (1992) model does not explain the isotopic composition of OAB-hy. Ft, in

the NCREC, a probable mafic crustal contaminant is Proterozoic (1.7 Ga) amphibolite that

crops out in the footwall of the Sadde Island detachment (Duebendorfer et al, 1990).

Isotopically, the amphibolite has low 87SrI86SrT.6 I& (0.7029) and high e Ndr,6 &u (3.18).

Therefore, contamination of asthenospherically derived magmas by this type of crust will

probably not produce OAB-hy or other xenolith-free mafic lavas. Second, OAB-hy are

temporally separated from other magma types in the NCREC. Tbis temporal distribution is

circumstantial evidence that OAB-hy magmas may sample a differnt mixture of mande

than OAB-ne or YAB. Therefore, we suggest that OAB-hy and some OAB-ne represent a

mixture of AM and LM Fure 5), not cryptic contamination of mafic magmas by crst

The trend toward higher e Nd, lower 87SrA86Sr and higher 20 6Pb/204Pb between
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6 and 4.3 Ma (Figures 4 and 5) suggests that if the source for OAB is a mixture of AM

and LM then the ratio of LM to AM is decreasing in the source with time. This relation

implies that the source of OAB was near the boundary between AM and LM and either

this boundary rose through the source area due to extension-related lithospheric thinning,

or that the depth of melting increased between 6 and 4.74 Ma. Since, little upper crustal

extension occurred between 6 and 4.74 Ma (Feuerbach et al., 1991), we prefer the latter

model. Alkali basalts are generated from mantle peridotite at pressures between 15 and 20

Kb corresponding to a depth of about 45 to 60 km (Takahashi and Kushiro, 1983). The

boundary between LM and AM beneath the NCRBC was probably in this depth range

during the Pliocene. Our depth estimate is consstent with the depth of the LM-depleted

mantle (asthenosphere) boundary estimated by Daley and DePaolo (1992; Figure 1) for

the same time interval and geographic area

LowE NdBasafts

Low e Nd alkali basalts occur as pre-I 1 Ma lavas in the River Mountains,

Eldorado Range, Boulder Wash area. Hamboinceopatra volcano, and in the Las Vegas

Range, and as post-I 1 Ma lavas at Cailville Mesa and Black Point (87Sr/86Sr = 0.705-

0.710 and E Nd= -4 to -12) (Figures 4).

Andesite and dacite in the River Mountains show abundant field and petrographic

evidence of assinilation and magmacommngling (Smith et aL, 1990). Alkali basalt lacks

evidence of contamination and was considered by Smith et aL (1990) to have been

generated by partial melting of mantle peridotite. Intermediate lavas in the River

Mountains may represent hybrid comositions formed by the commingling of mafic and

felsic end-members. This interpretation is supported by a positive correlation between
8 7SrI86Sr and SiO2 and a negative correlation between £ Nd and SiO2 (Figure 6). The

isotopic compositions of basalt and rhyolite end members of the mixing sequence provide

a quantitative estimate of the magnitude of isotopic shift due to magma commingling

(Figure 4). His shift is no more than 4 units in Nd and O.002 in 87Sr/S86Sr.
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Callville Mesa lavas have 87Sr/86Sr = 0.708-0.709 and E Nd = -8 to -10 and are

similar in isotopic composition and tace-element chemistry (high Ba, K, and Sr and low

Nb and Ti) to mafic lavas derived from LM in the western United States (Fitton et al.,

1991; Farmer et al., 1989). However, Calhville Mesa lavas differ by having lower Pb ratios

(207Pb/204Pb= ISA5-15.5; 208Pb/204Pb= 37.7-38; 206Pb/204Pb= 17.2-17A) than

typical lithospheric-mantle derived basalts (207Pb/204Pb = 15.6; 208 Pb/2 P4Pb = 38.7;

206Pb/20 4Pb = 18.3) (Figure 5), having trends on Rb/Sr, Th/Nb and La/Nb vs. SiO2

plots that project toward crustal compositions (Figure 7ab and c), and by displaying

ample evidence of crustal contamination. These geochemical and petrographic features

suggest that Callville magmas were contaminated by the crustal lithosphere. The crustal

component has 87Sr/86Sr,0.710, low Pb isotope ratios, and E Nd < -10 (Figure 5). We

suggest that the crustal contaminant is similar in chemistry to Proterozoic rocks of the

Mojave crustal province which extends into the Lake Mead area (Wooden and Miller,

1990). Although, rocks of the Mojave province display a wide range of Pb isotope values,

low ratios (207Pb2 D%4Pb < 15.5; 208Pb/20 4Pb c 38; 26Pb/t2 4Pb < 17A) am common.

Because of the common occurrence of quat and alkali feldspar zenocrysts in Callville

Mesa lavas, the contaminant is assumed to be a felsic rocl. Uncontaminated magma at

Callville Mesa is similar in major and ace element composition to OAB. A normative

nepheline bearing alkali basalt (sample 24-100, Table 1), the oldest flow recognized from

the Callville Mesa center, plots in the field of OAB in terms of Na2O+K2 0 (Figure 3a),

Ce/Yb (Figure 3b) and rce element ratios (Figure 7).

Tholcihic Basalt

Tholeiitic basalts at Malpais Flattop have high Sr (87Srj86Sr= 0.7075), low E Nd

(-8.33)and icreasing Rb/Nb, bMNb and LaJNb (Figure 8a,b and c). These lavas may have

been coniaminated as they passed throwgh the crust. It is generally accepted tha tholeitic

basalts equilibrate at shallower depths in the mantle than alkli basalts (24 to 45 kIn;

Takahashi and Kushiro, 1983). If OAB were generated near the LM-AM bounday as
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suggested above, it is reasonable to assume that the tholefitic basalts were produced by

melting of LM. Tholeiitic basalts in the western United States are generally assumed to

have been affected by small amounts of crustal contamination as well as fractional

crystallization (Dungan, 1992). The close spatial and temporal association of alkali and

tholeiltic basalts, lack of mantle xenoliths together with isotopic and chemical signatures

support the contamination hypothesis (for example: Perry et al., 1987; Glazner and

Farmer, 1992). To estimate the changes in isotopic composition of lithospherically

derived mnagmas due to contamination, we compared tholefitic basalts to alkali basalt

derived in the LM (e.g., Las Vegas Range alkali basalt to Malpais Flattop tholeiite).

Tholeiitic basalts have higher 87Sr/8 6Sr and lower E Nd than alkali basalts

(87Sr/86Sr=0.0007 higher, £ Nd= 1.13 lower). Other investigators noted similar isotopic

changes due to crustal contamination. For example, Glazner and Fanner (1992) noted a

shift in £ Nd by as much as 3 units as the result of contamination of mafic magmas by

mafic crust. Daley and DePaolo (1992) estimatedthat e Nd may be lowered by 2 to 3

units by crustal contamination. Crowley (1984) demonstrated a shift in 87Sr/86Sr by up

to 0.001 when comparing tholeiites and alkali basalts derived from the LM. Based on our

data and the work of others, we conclude that the isotopic compositions of tholeiitic

basalt reflect the melting of enriched mantle (M) and that the changes in c Nd (1 to 3

units) and 87Sr/6 6Sr (0.001) due to crustal contamination are small when compared to

overall variations of e Nd and 87Sr/8 6Sr.

Mafic lavas of the NCREC represent the melting of a complex and variable

mixture of AMK LM and crust (Fable 2). YAB represent the melting of a source composed

mainly of a mixture of AM and EIMU-Hke mantle. The source of OAB-hy and OAB-ne is

a mixture of AM and LM dominated by AK. Low E Nd and high 87Sr/86Sr magmas and

tholeiites were derived from a LM source and were coanat as they passed through

the crust. This shift in isotopic values due to custal interaction (commingling and
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contamination) is no more than 4 units in E Nd and 0.002 in 87Sr/8 6Sr and does not mask

the character of the mantle source.

MANTLE AND CRUSTAL BOUNDARIES

In this section, we argue that (1) the boundary between two crustal provinces, the

NCREC and the amagmatic zone, corresponds in general to a mantle boundary between

AM beneath the NCREC and LM beneath the arnagmatic zone, (2) the mantle boundary

formed between about I1 and 6 Ma during and just after the main phase of Tertiary

extension in the western Lake Mead area (9 to 12 Ma), (3) the LMPS may be the upper

crustal expression of the mantle boundary, and (4) during the peak of extension passive

uifting resulted in upwefling AM beneath the NCREC.

Our arguments below are based on the premise that depth of generation of alkali

basalt magma in the study area remains relatively constant with time from 16 to 9 Ma (the

period of peak extension regionally; see below). his assumption is based on the work of

Takahashi and Kushiro (1983). Tholefitic basalts are generated by partial melting of

mantle peridotite with the mineral assemblage clinopyroxene, olivine, orthopyroxene at

pressures of 8 to 15 Kb coteonding lo depths of 24 to 45 km. Alkali basalts am

produced from a similar source at pressures between 15 and 20 Kb corresponding to a

depth of about 45 to 60 km. Crustal extension is accompanied by the rise of the geothern

to higher levels of the lithosphere. Therefore the expected relationship between extension

and volcanism is the production of tholelitic basalts during extension when isotherms ame

elevated and alkali basalts late when isotherms rlax. In the Lake Mead area, however, the

most cimposidnally itive basalts in any given area are generally alkalic regardless of

age and relation to extension. An exception is the tholeitic basalt at Malpais Flattop.

Therefore, depth of melting appears to rmain relatively constant with time and variations

in chemical and isotopic compositions are due to die rise of the LM-asthenosphere

boundary her than significant changes in the depth of melting.
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In our discussion below, we divide the mafic volcanic rocks into those that erupted

during and prior to the major phase of upper crust extension and those that erupted during

a period of reduced upper crust extension. The time of peak upper crustal extension varies

across the region (Wernicke et al., 1988; Fitzgerald et al., 1992), however in the Las

Vegas area it occurred between 12 and 9 Ma (Duebendorfer and Wallin, 1991). To the

south in the Eldorado and Black Mountains and to the east in the Gold Butte and Virgin

Mountains, extension began at about 16 Ma (Anderson, 1971; Wernicke et al., 1988;

Faulds et al., 1990). Wernicke estimated that in the Las Vegas region 75% of extension

occurred between 16 and 10 Ma and 25% between 10 and 5 Ma. Structural information

from the Lake Mead region suggests that 9 Ma is a more precise date for the termination

of peak extension (Duebendorfer and Wallin, 1991). Therefore we use 9 Ma to separate

mafic lavas produced during the peak of extension from those that erupted during wanning

extension.

The Mantle Boundary

Isotopic data for post-9 Ma mafic lavas show regional differences which we infer

to be a boundary in the lava's source region in the mantle. Contours (87Sr/86Sr = 0.706

and £ Nd = -1) separating lavas with a dominant LM component (8 7Sr O6Sr0.706, E Nd<

-1) from those with an AM (87SrI86Sr<0.706, e Nd> -1) component define a boundary

that extends from just north of the River Mountains into the Grand Wash trough (Figure

8). The boundary aels the LIS along most of its length and is also roughly

coincident with the boundary between the NCREC and the amagmatic zone. Post-9 Ma

magmas tap mantle dominated by AM to the south of the boundary and LM to the north

Because sample locations in some aeas are separated by considerable distance, placement

of these contours is somewhat arbitrary, however they do define the general area of

isotopic change. We suggest that this boundary formed during and just after the period of

peak extension. Pre-9 Ma basalts throughout the region have uniform e Nd and 87Sr/e6Sr

and were derived by melting of LM (Figure 9). Also, mace elment compositions of pre-9
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Ma mafic lavas are similiar to those basalts of the Western Great Basin province derived

from LM (Fitton et al., 1991) (Figure 1Oa). Therefore, prior to about 9 Ma, LM extended

beneath the entire Lake Mead area. Post 9-Ma basalts in the NCREC to the south of the

boundary display a dramatic shift in 87Sri86Sr and £ Nd. 87Sr/86Sr changes from about

0.707 to 0.703-0.705 and E Nd from about -9 to higher values (-I to +6.7) (Figure 8).

Chemically, mafic volcanic rocks acquire the signature of OIB lavas of the Transition

Zone (Figure lOb). In the amagmatic zone to the north of the boundary, post-9 Ma maafic

lavas at Black Point and at Callville Mesa retain the isotopic signature of pre-9 Ma lavas

(Figure 8) and may represent the easternmost limit of the southern Nevada basalt field of

Farmer et al. (1989). Our interpretation of this data is that between 11 and about 6 Ma,

the source of mafic lavas in the NCREC changed from LM to AK The source of lavas in

the amagmatic zone remained in the LM. Apparently, the LM was thinned or removed

from beneath the NCREC but remained intact beneath the amagmatic zone. Therefore,

we infer that the mande boundary between LM (north) and AM (south) formed between

about 11 and 6 Ma.

Daley and DePablo (1992) concluded on the basis of an isotopic study that te

lithosphere in the Las Vegas area thinned by about 50% less than would be predicted by

the amount of upper cnrstal extension. This statement is partially based on isotopic values

for tholefitic basalt at Malpais Flattop and a 5.8 Ma K-Ar age for these lavas reported by

Anderson et al. (1972). The isotopic data and geochronology suggest that near the end of

the major phase of upper crustal extension (10 to 6 Ma), the lithosphere had not thinned

enough to bring AM into the depth range of tholefitic magmas. However, recent

40Ar/39Ar dating shows that Malpais Flattop is between 9.7 Ma and 10.6 m.y. old, not

5.8 Ma (Faulds and Gans, unpublished data). Although, the conclusion of Daley and

DePaolo (1992) is permissible considering the new dates, their estimates of the magnitude

of lithospheric extension can no longer be as tightly constrained
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Mantle Plumes

The change in source of basalts from LM to AM with time, the OIB character of

the mafic lavas and the presence of a HIMU-type mantle component are compatible with

the presence of a rising asthenospheric plume beneath the NCREC. Mechanisms to

account for lithospheric extension and OIB type volcanism commonly call for an upwelling

mantle plume (active rifting) (e.g., Eaton, 1982; Fitton et al., 1991). However, the

persistence of volcanism with OEB character for nearly S m.y. argues against such a

mechanism, because plumes or convecting cells are not coupled to the lithosphere. The

lithosphere drifts over the heat source resulting in a volcanic chain. Mantle heat sources

(plumes) apparently drift, but not necessarily at the same rate or in the same direction as

the lithospheric plates.

Unusually hot asthenosphee may not be required to induce lithospheric extension

and volcanism (Buck, 1986; Perry et al, 1987; White, 1987; White et al., 1988). Mantle

upwelling may be passive and caused by stretching and thinning of the lithospher. The

mantle rises to compensate for thinning cust. Melting results from the decompression of

asthenospheric mantle as it rises passively beneath the stretched and thinned lithosphere.

Small increases in temperature are sufficient to generate large volumes of melt during

decompression. An increase of 1000 C doubles the amount of melt; 200° C can quadruple

melt volume (White and McKenzie, 1989). Melt produced by passive mantle upwelling are

thought to underplate the thinned lithosphere where they forms a gabbroic layer. After a

sufficient volume of magma is generated, small batches of mafic magma rise into the upper

crust. Only about 10% of the magma generated in the mantle eventually reaches the

surface (White and McKenzie, 1989). During passive mantle upwelling, isotopically

enriched lithosphere may be thermally but not chemically converted to asthenosphere and

may convectively mix with isotopically depleted asthenospheric mantle (Perry et al.,

1987). OIE basalts may result from the partial melting of this two component mantle.

Hence, a deep mantle source for OIB is not required
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Passive rifting models infer that mantle convection is coupled to the lithosphere

and OIB type volcanism may occur for long periods of time in a restricted geographic

area. Perry et al. (1987, 1988) applied a passive rifting model to the Rio Grande rift in

central New Mexico and suggested that volcanism in the Colorado Plateau-Basin-Range

transition zone may be explained by passive rifting. Recently, Bradshaw (1991) suggested

a modified passive rifting model. Plate tectonics, rather than deep seated mantle plumes

may provide the ultimate driving force for extension and magmatism. According to

Bradshaw, melting of LM in the NCREC was initiated by heat input from warmer

asthenosphere as it rose to fill a slab window left by the northwared migration of the

Farallon Plate.

Passive rifting is probably more applicable to the NCREC than active rifting for

two reasons. First, OEB-type alkali basalt volcanism is concentrated in a restricted

geographic area for nearly 5 m.y. Volcanic chains with orientations explainable by

lithospheric plate motion arm not present. Second, alkali basalt magmas in the NCREC

result from melting a thmre component source composed of LM, AM and HIU-mantle.

LM was an important component in the source of older OAB-hy and low e Nd alkali

basalts but becomes less important with time. Mmis geochemical pattern is compatible with

the model of passive rifting and lithospheric erosion as described by Peny et aL (1987) for

the Rio Grande Rift.

Passive rifting may have been preceeded by active rifting in the NCREC. Faulds et

al. (1990) suggested that upwelling was active in the NCREC during mid-Miocene

extension. Faulds et aL (1990) developed a kinematic model that infers that extension

(spreading) occurred about discrete axes and that highly extended areas lie directly above

aras of divergent flow in the asthenosphere. Alternatively, passive rifting between 11 and

6 Ma may a continuation of an earlier more intense passive rifting event related to the

openning of a slab window left by the northward migration of the Farallon Plate

(Bradshaw, 1991).
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Does LM Thin Progressively to the West?

During the peak of extension, most mafic lavas in the NCREC were derived by

melting LM An exception is 9.4 Ma basalt at Gold Butte that displays a different isotopic

signature (c Nd = -0.9 and 87Srj86Sr = 0.705). The higher E Nd and lower 87Sr/86Sr may

be explained by the presence of AM in the source. If this assumption is correct, then

Basalt at Gold Butte has a substantial AM component about 3 nLy. earlier than alkali

basalt in the NCREC to the west (Figures 9 andl 1). We interpret this relationship as

circumstantial evidence for westward thinning of LM with time in the Lake Mead axea Jn

the NCREC (Wernicke et al, 1988; Smith et al., 1990) and Gold Butte area (Fitzgerald et

al., 1991) upper crustal extension may have migrated from east to west between 16 Ma

and about 9 Ma. The postulated westward thinning of the mantl liethosphere may mirror

spatially and temporally (?) westward migrating upper crustal extension. Directional

thinning of the LM will be difficul to test further because of a lack of alkali basalt lavas of

a suitable age along an east-west transect across the NCREC.

Links Between Mantle and Crust

87Srj8 6Sr = 0.706 and e Nd = -I contours trend east-northeast and are colinear

with the LMFS (Figure 8). The LMFS is a set of northeast sriking left-lateral faults with

65 km of accumulated slip that occurred between 17 and 10 Ma (Anderson, 1973;

Bohannon 1979,1984). Weber and Smith (1987) considered the LMSM and the Saddle

Island detachment (Smith, 1982; Duebendorfer et aL, 199 la) to be a kinematically

coordinated system of faults. If the Weber and Smith (1987) model is correct, then the

LMFS is a shallow crustal structure. Rcently, Smith et aL. (1991) suggested that the

Saddle Island fault originated as a seeply dipping normal fault and that the LIS

represents the northern boundary of the Saddle Island allochthon. In this case, the LMPS

may extend into the middle to lower crust Faulds et al (1990) considered both the LMFS

and the LWSZ as the northern boundary of the NCREC and to correspond to
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intracontinental transform faults separating en echelon axes of extension. We suggest that

the similar trend and geographic location of the isotopic boundaries and the LMFS argues

for a genetic relationship between the two features. The LMFS may represent the crustal

manifestation of differential thinning of the LM or the rejuvenation of an older lithospheric

structure. Whatever the connection, it appears that the LMFS reflects mantle processes

and may be an important deeply penetrating (7) crustal structure.

SUMMARY

The formation of a mantle domain boundary is depicted on four diagrammatic

north-south sections across the Lake Mead area (Figure 11). The sections display the

interaction of mantle and crust during the early stage of extension in the Lake Mead area

(16-12 Ma), the peak of extension (12-9 Ma), after the peak of extension during the

eruption of Fortification Hill basalts (6 Ma) and after extension during the eruption of

xenolith bearing alkali basalts (4.3 Ma).

Early Stage Of Extension (Figure 1la). Crustal extension was initiated about 16 Ma in the

Lake Mead-Gold Butte area by either active mantle convection (Fitton et al., 1991) or the

opening of a slab window (Bradshaw, 1991). Mafic magmas were generated in LM and

locally rose to the surface without bein significantly contaminaed (e.g., Las Vegas

Range, alkali basalt in River Mountains). Mafic magma stalled in the crust at "ductile

barriers" and commingled with crustal magma to form calc-intermediate volcanoes and

plutons (Smith et al., 1990; Bradshaw, 1991).

Peak of Exteion (Figure lb). Upper crustal extension occurrd in the NCREC between

12 and 9 Ma but was not accompanied by significant magmatism. During extension in the

NCREC, LM may have been thinned and replaced by asthenosphert progresively to the

west- During thinning and replacement of the LM in the NCREC, the LM in the

amagmatic zone remained intact Contrasting behavior to the north and south of this

boundary produced the mantle domain boundary. The LMFS is spatially and temporally
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related to the mantle boundary. The LMFS may be the crustal manifestation of differential

thinning of the LM. Mantle convection between 12 and 9 Ma is probably passive and is

driven by crustal thinning.

After the Peak oqf Extension (Figure llc). After the peak of extension, volcanism in the

NCREC originates in the asthenosphere near the boundary with the LM at a depth of 45

to 60 kmn. In the amagmatic zone mafic volcanic rocks at Black Point originate in the LM.

Isotopic compositions of alkali basalts define two mantle domains. The domain to the

north is characterized by LM (E Nd = -3 to -9; 87Sr/86Sr = 0.706-0.707). To the south

mafic lavas have an OlB-mantle signature and appear to have only a minor LM

component in their source (c Nd = 0 to +4; 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703-0.705). The change in

source of basalts from LM to AM with time, the OIB character of the mafic lavas and the

presence of a HlMU-like mantle component is compatible with the presence of rising

asthenosphere, as an upwelling convective cell, or plume beneath the NCREC at 6 Ma

after the peak of extension. Passive rifting is probably more applicable to the NCREC than

active rifting because OI-ype alli basalt volcanism is focused in a small geographic

area for at least 5 Ma

After Extension (Figure lid). Low volume zenolith bearing alkali basalts formed in the

NCREC by melting asthenosphere mixed with a HIMU-lke componet. Since,

lithospheric thinning is unlikely at 4.3 Ma, the lower proportion of LM in the source of

alkali basalts and the higher proportion of HIMU-like mantle suggests that the depth of

melting increased between 6 and 4.3 Ma. Passive rifting may have continued as late as 4.3

Ma as evidenced by the presence of the HIMU-like mantle component in mafic lavas of

this age.
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FIGURES:

1. Major mantle and crustal provinces in the southern Basin and Range. The boundaries of

the Western Great Basin province are from Fitton et al. (1991). Mafic lavas in the Sierran

province (Menzies et al., 1983) are identical in isotopic signature to those in the Western

Great Basin province. Boundary between EM2 and OIB-mantle is from Menzies (1989)

and the extent of the amagmatic zone from Eaton (1982) and Eaton et al. (1978). Other

geologic boundaries are from Fitton et al. (1991). The NCREC was originally defined by

Faulds et al. (1990). Rectangle indicates area represented in Figure 2a.

2a. Index map of southern Nevada showing geologic features and sample stations.

Rectangle indicates the area of Figure 2b. Patterned area is Lake Mead. LVVFZ-Las

Vegas Valley fault zone, LMFS-Lake Mead fault system, LVR-Las Vegas Range. BP-

Black Point, RM-River Mountains, McR-McCullough Range, BM-Black Moumtains, WH-

White Hills, GB-Gold Butte, GWT-Grand Wash trough, EM-Eldorado Mountains,

NCREC-Northem Colorado River extensional corridor.

2b. Detailed index map of Lake Mead area and Northern Colorado River extensional

corridor showing geologic features mentioned in the tex and the location of sample

stations (numbers in boxes correspond to first two digits of sample numbers on Table 1).

CM-Callville Mesa, BW-Boulder Wash, HC-Hamblm Cleopatra volcano, PW-Petroglyph

Wash, FH-Fortification Hill, SI-Saddle Island, LC-LAva Cascade, HD-Hoover Dam, WB-

Willow Beach, MFT-Malpais Flattop, Gov W-Ooverrrnent Wash, US-93-exposures of

alkali basalt along US route 93.

3a. Plot of total alkalis (Na2 O+K2 0) vs. SiO2 for volcanic rocks of the Fortification Hill

volcanic field, Callville Mesa, Black Point and Malpais Flatop. Open circles-Young alkali



basalts (YAB) of the Fortification Hill field, Filled circles-Older alkali basalts (OAB) of

the Fortification Hill field, Open triangles-Hypersthene normative alkali basalts (OAB-hy)

of the Fortification Hill field, Filled triangles-lholefitic basalts (M1D from Malpais Flartop,

Open boxes-mafic lavas of Callville Mesa (CM).

3b. Plot of Ce/Yb vs. SiO2 for volcanic rocks of the Fortification Hill volcanic field,

Caliville Mesa, Black Point and Malpais Flattop. Symbols art defined in the caption of

Figure 3a. Solid circles surrounded by dotted line are mafic lavas at Black Point.

4. Post 9-Ma alkali basalts 'n the northern Colorado River extensional corTidor are similar

to ocean island basalts (OIB) in tens of c Nd and 97Sr/8 6Sr. Pre 9-Ma mnafic lavas

region wide and post 9-Ma basalts in the amagmatic zone originated in the LM. LM in the

Lake Mead area has a wider range of isotopic compositions than LM reported by Farmer

et al. (1989) for southern Nevada basalts. In the River Mountains, magma commingling

resulted in a change of e Nd of about 4 units and 87Sr/86Sr of about 0.002 (indicated by

brackets). DM-depleted mantle (MORB), MU'-a mantle component with high tt

(238U/204 pb). OlB-ocean island basal

S. Mafic lavas of the Fortification Hill field appear to contain a HIMU-like component in

their source. Fortification Hill basalts define a trend that extends from lithospheric mantle

toward HIMU-like mantle. Mafic lavas of the Grand Wash trough lack this component

and trend toward typical asthenospheric mantle. Callville Mesa lavas are low in Pb and

show the affect of contamination by Mojave-ype crust (lower to middle crust). Mafic

volcanic rocks in the River Mountains commingled with felsic upper crust and trend

toward higher 206P04mPb. Symbols defined on Figure 4.



6. Three-dimensional plot of £ Nd vs. 87Sr/86Sr vs. SiO2 for volcanic rocks of the River

Mountains. The positive correlation between SiO2 and 87Sr/86Sr and the negative

correlation between SiO2 and £ Nd suggest that rhyolite and basalt are end-members of a

mixing sequence. Intermediate compositions represent the mixing of the end-member

compositions in various proportions.

7. Trace-element ratio vs. SiO2 plots for volcanic rocks of the Fortification Hill volcanic

field, Callville Mesa and Malpais Flattop. Symbols defined in caption to Figure 3a. OAB

and YAB have ratios typical of ocean island basalts (OIB). Cailville Mesa and tholeiitc

lavas trend from the OIB field toward crust. Boxes indicate the field of ocean island

basalts.

7a. Rb/Sr vs. SiO2.

7b. Tb/Rb vs. SiO2.

7c. La/Nb vs. SiO2. TH-indicates hidden data point for tholeiitic basalt.

8. Map showing 87Sr/86Sr and e Nd for pre-9 Ma mafic lavas in the Lake Mead area. The

amagmatic zone lies to the north of the Lake Mead fault system (LMFS), the northern

Colorado River extensional corridor is to the south. Prior to 9 Ma isotopic values were

relatively constant across the Lake Mead region and indicate that mafic volcanoes are

tapping lithospheric mantle.

9. Map showing 87Sr/86Sr and £ Nd for post-9 Ma mafic lavas in the Lake Mead area.

Contours separate areas where mafic volcanoes are tapping asthenospheric mantle (AMXE

Nd> -1, 87Sr/86Sr<0.704) from those ras where volcanoes are tapping lithospheric



mantle (LM). Note that the LMFS is colinear with the isotopic contours and that AM is

mainly present to the south in the NCREC. Values in italics are OAB-hy.

I Oa. Spider plot of incompatible elements vs. abundance normalized to OIB average of

Fitton et al. (1991). Post 9-Ma mafic lavas in the.NCREC (open triangles) are similar in

trace element abundance and pattern to lavas in the Colorado Plateau-Basin and Range

Transition Zone derived by melting AM (solid circles) (Fitton et al., 1991).

lOb. Mafic volcanic rocks in the Lake Mead area erupted prior to 9 Ma (open triangles)

are similar to lavas of the Western Great Basin province (solid circles) produced by

melting LM (Fitton et al., 1991).

11. Summary of mantle evolution and magmatism in the Lake Mead ara Sections are

diagrammatic and are roughly drawn in a north-south direction. Mande currents and

cnrstal extension are in an east-west direction. LIES-Lake Mead Fault system, NCREC-

northern Colorado River extensional corridor.

a. Crustal extension was initiated about 16 Ma in the Lake Mead-Gold Butte area by

either active extension (Fitton et aL, 1991) or the openning of a slab window (Bradshaw,

1992). Mafic magmas are generated in LM and locally rise to the surface without being

significantly cntaaminated (e.g., Las Vegas Range, akali basalt in River Mountains). A

large volume of mafic magma is stalled in the crust at "ductile barriers" (Smith et al., 1990,

Bradshaw, 1992) and commingles with crustal magma to form calc-internediate volcanoes

and plutons.

b. Upper crustal -extension occurred in the NCREC between 12 and 9 Ma but was not

accompanied by significant magmatismDuring extension in the NCREC, LM may have



been thinned and replaced by asthenosphere progressively to the west During thinning and

replacement of the LM in the NCREC, the LM in the amagmanc zone remained intact.

Contrasting behavior to the north and south of this boundary produced the mantle domain

boundary. The domain to the north is characterized by LM (E Nd = -3 to -9; 87Sr/86Sr =

0.706-0.707). To the south mafic lavas have an OIB-mande signature and appear to have

only a minor LM component in their source (E Nd = 0 to +4; 87Sr/86Sr = 0.703-0.705).
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TABLE 1. Sekecld 2s~wd Gaodisnw Data Fmro to Volcm Podms In ft Lake MeW Area

SiO2
A1203
FeO
CEO
M1o
Na2O
K20

P205
WDI

TaaI

-

Fortification HUl Volcanic Field
U.S. 93 Peuoglyph Wah

YAB YAB YAB YAB
93-96 9344 93-93 45-124
44.05 47A01 44.31 45.50
15.52 16.77 15.17 16.9
10.46 10.57 9.30 10.04
9.07 7.31 334 353
5.8 4.12 3.26 .94
30 435 3.9 4.78
2.30 4.1 2.5 2.20
3.02 2.32 2.77 2.52
0.15 0.15 0.14 0.19
0.7 037 02 0.77
6.4S 2.3 - 9.43 1.12

101.40 10130 10155 "A4 I

YAB
42-76
43.00
16.79
103
L73
6.21
4.94
3.70
234
0.19
0.33
0.60

00.65

Msop
AS TYAB 111 ThH TH

25-2 25-1 60-5 60-3 60.06
44.90 4437 47.64 46.99 47.17
1653 134 1631 0.00 14.67
11.14 10.44 11.07 13.19 1334
7.63 3.77 724 538 9.29
5.73 532 791 375 6.95
4.73 4.15 3.16 72 2S0
.04 194 1m 0.31 1.21

2.40 246 1AO 1.13 133
0.16 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.20
0.72 o08 0.16 0.22 0m
2.93 428 0.92 14 0.59

9S.06 9930 97M7 98.34 9S.76

Fonifiao
TN TH OAB-by

60.04 59-103 4.60
47.2S 49.t1 48.37
14.95 15.75 25.25
12.33 1O05 10.11
390 7.48 9.52
632 3.04 7.15
2.92 3.10 3.19
1.07 1.0 1.23
1AD 1.46 1.53
0.19 0.23 0.17
0.24 0.25 0.37
0.77 1.33
6.9S 9S.58 9741

Cr(INAA)
Co(INAA)
Sk(AA)
V (INAMI
H!(1NAA)
1b(DAA)
T&WIAA)
1aCUNAA)
C.(UNAA)
Sm(INAA)
Eu(INAA)
Yb(INAA)
WaINAA)

Sv(AA)
ftb(AA)
Ia(AA)
Ni(AA)
Nb(CIF
Zr(XRF)
SIM)
MIUD)

NdaID)

Tact and R-Earth Ekrm in ppm (-=-za e m= mlal I(MOAA.
aotpe dibihia I[ID]. aImic abscrpdc MAAL xz-y flumea quewamy Pe PD

103 99 76 113 139 151 254 337 227
25 23 23 2S 30 29 23 40 32 42

15.2 13.1 12.7 17.4 IS.6 2.0 139 36.4 25.6 33.0
153 142 192 216 136 179 226 214 247

7.16 7.0 733 6.98 7.22 6A4 6.73 3.93 2.71 3.21
6.0 738 7S 12.05 12AO W31 .50 1.0 1.90 2A4
4.31 5.48 5.01 sa3 0.00 4.02 350
53.1 53.9 553 15.3 75.1 59.9 60.6 3.6 13.2 153

107.0 124.0 I1D 140.9 1510 1163 116.2 33.2 34.3 29.9
W 14 7.9 L 6 U 9.0 4A 3.6 4.0

2.3 2.4 A 4 2.4 23 2A 2.4 IA 13 13
2.1 23 2.0 2.1 2A 2J 3.2 3.2 2i 2
0.3 03 03 OA 0.2 03 0.4 03 0.4

1020 1400 320 74 37 1000
34 32 64 42 22 36

nO 704 3O 0 744 792
66 46 70 6S 64 70
68 69 S4 as 63 60

2S5 300 300 260 250

242 269 221
41 43 24

3020 38.3 2S.3
221
337 7.14 2.94

132 2.49
0.70 1.49

14.9 15.6 27.3
35.7 32.4 39.7
39 4.2 4.6
1.1 0.0 1.6
2.6 1i 1.7
03 0.5 03

274 2S0 485
16 36 13

230 264 600
34 123 30

13 11 29
105 124

29725
16.69
16.72

373.9
43A

49AS

999.9
20.24
46.29

Nepheum
Hypemha

6 7 7 12
0 0 0 0

21
0

7
C

9
0

0
10

0
3

0 0
16 6

0 0
19 4

143NdI144Nd
Epsilon Nd
(37Sr~36rN
206Pbl204Pb
207PW204Fb
20IPWMOPb

0312324 0512S0I
3A3 3.18

.7047 V70433
1I.741 IU718
133 15364
38A76 33.39

0J12211
433

0.70758
17.742
15331
3SJ30



a Hill a "m An

SiO2
A3203
FeO

aoo
MgO
Na2O
K20
TiO2
mnO
P205
LOI
TOM]

OAB-by OAB-hy OAB-by
34-"9 3-S15 3t-13S
48.3 44.2 4a39
15.30 14.29 16.73
10.40 11.93 10.44
10.30 7.92 10.17
6.41 3s 3.47
3.12 2.31 3.30
10 1.30 0.0
1.0 1.29 131
0.17 0.15 0.16
0A4 0.2 0.49

3A4 IA2
97.93 96AS 100.08

OAS-by
3S-13-
45.79
14X
12S0
W3S
V7
2.6
0.34
1A.
0.16
02S
IA8

97.34

OAB-hy OAB
57-101 Sl-13

47.24 453
15.13 15.67
12.07 13.6
10.12 10.7
8.16 339
2.7 239
1.15 120
1.39 IJI
0.23 0.19
OA6 033
138 05

10D.73 101l

0AB OAB OAJ DAB 0A
57.113 57-112 37111 57-I_09 57.108

44.15 44.2S 44"A 42S4 45.6
13.22 15320 15.1 15.09 16.2
13.3 13.73 13.42 1290 12.68
30.69 1034 10O39 10.96 10.92
806 333 679 7.17 s7

2.38 3.01 3.12 2.74 3.20
1.10 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.00
1.76 1.73 1.90 1.73 1.99
0.13 019 0.1 0.17 0.13
0m2 053 .2 0.9 0354
032 020 05 1334 OO

9846 93.94 9#19 96.3 97.99

OAR OAB
57-107 57.106

4U35 44.46
16.71 16.64
1321 13.01
11.13 10.77
534 532

3.13 3.0
1.2D 1.10
2.07 3.93
0.19 0.33
033 033
059 1.06

100.27 9830

CtThIAA)
Co(INAA)
Sc(INAA)
V (INAA)
Hf(INAA)
ThKflNAA)
TaW4AA)
L~aNfAA)
Ce(DIAA)
SmUINAA)
Eu(NAA)
Yb(INlAA)
La(RINAA)
Su(AA)
RWAA)
3a(AA)
NiAA)
Nb(XRF)
Za(XRF)
SvflDI
Rb(ID)
NWCD)

136 322 362
24 44

30 23.1 27A
209 234

2.37 2.56 3.46
171 173 4.19
1.42 1.0 1.65
30.0 23.3 29.0
403 43.7 503

3.4 4.5 5.3
3. IA 1is
1.9 1.9 2.1
0.4 CA

490 380 470
12 14

390 400 680
46 230
2S 24 56

130 108 141

361
53

26.5
213
338
'IS92.317

24.6
52.4
4J
1.6
2.2

455
10

475
166
2S

116
434.24

14.31

257 296
44 44

313 29.7
244

536 350
2.9 331
1.3 1.17
24.9 29.0
433 S3.6

4.7 5.1
L.I 13
07 15
0.2 0.4

400 410
12 12

456 432
110 134
31 29

145 140

268 301 137 258 96
43 46 41 42 36

30.2 30.0 31.3 30.3 2.9
229 230 2S2 234 239

3.26 3.26 3.96 39 3.60
3.5 3.13 3.64 3.34 3.91
1.66 134 1.73 19 239
32.1 32.2 32.9 30.2 34.2
39.2 54.7 64.6 56.2 64.9

5.3 33 5.6 53 51.
1.5 15 3.6 15 1.7
2.3 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.2
03 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

451
10

4S0
126
30

140
45123

98
24.77

30 81
35 34

0.0 27A
245 232

431 2.8
3.66 3.98
2.07 1.97
37.2 36.5
69.7 67.3

6.0 5.9
1.6 1.6
2.6 2.0
OA 0.4

464
it

536
42
36

160
463.93

11.09
27.26

Nephelmne
Hyptmsemz

0 0 0 0
4 1 2 4

C
1

6 6 6 6 3 4 3 3
0 0 C 0 0 0 0 '0

143Nd/144Nd
Epsilon Nd
(117SMII6Sfi
206PWf204Pb
2D7Pb204Pb
208Pbr204Pb

0312595
.0.34

0.705
13194
3.m

3839

0312711
2.2

0.70479
1U670

.70
38612

0312711
1A2

0.70479
18591
15.555
38335
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SiO2
A1203
FeO
CRO

MgO
N.20
K20
M02

P205

LDI
Toaul

OAB
57 105
43.Y
15.10
13.10
10.57
3.71
2.39
1.00

1.71
0.13
049
258

9937

OAB
57.10
43.48
15.24
12.70
10.46
9.14
2.76
1.16
1.75
0.13
0.30
0.1

9s.06

30S
45

31.3
263

4.02
32
153
23.3
52.
4.
1.4
2.3
0.3

OAB
57-09
4347
15.15
12M3
11.06

284
1.2D
1.76
0.13
Q33
0.81
sm07

313
47

31.2
297
3.6
3.30
157

272
55.6
1
1.6
2.2
0.2

Co(INAA)
SdNMAA)
V (INAA)

INMAA)
Tb(flNAA)
TlNAA)

1CkW~AA)
SWIN~AA)
Sm(INAA)
Eu(INAA)

ThDMAA)
Sf.(DAA)
S(M)
Rb(AA)
BaAMA)
Ni(AA)
Nb(RF)

SfD)
Rb(lD)
Nd=ID)

325
46

30.1
258
355
2.65
1.S
28.9
52.9

4.9
1.4
19
0.3

490
10

424
138
2S

130

OAB
4244
47.66
16.70
11A5
10.07
6.10
3.57
1.31
1.71
0.17
051
0.94

100.75

138
33

263
233

3.61
4Q
1.76
324
61.7
53
IA
2.2
0.3

530
*20

680
54
30

145

OAB
4243
411.24
16.76
1IQ50
992
5.38
336
2.12
1.72
0.16
Q.58
L.72

100.75

60
33

26.2
232
444
5.16
1.95
37.2
74.9
6.1
1.7
2.5
Q4

OAB
4242
47.52
16.61
1036
9.79
535
337
2.11
.76

0.16
037
142

99.50

50
32

2S.0
281

COD
528
117
37.7
72.3
6.2
IA
2.3
0A
58

22
300
30
34

155
59737
2.13
3226

-

OB OGA
4241 42.78
48.58 48.22
17.00 1624
10.58 11.70
9.73 9.72
5.00 5.93
MD S93

3.61 3.49
193 2.5
1.79 1.9
0.16 0.17
057 037
IA7 046

100.30 10105

OAB
42.77
4S46
16.69
1034
9.73
537
336
254
169
0.15
0.60
1.76

101.15

50
33

27.0
251

4t5

101
394
3.0
6.5
1.:
15
OA

OAB
42.75
44.90
1737
116S
10.68
628
342
227
1.97
0.13
0.75
1.12

10039

49
35

26.6
259
4J3
9.96
178
65.6

124.0
7.7
19
17
OA

OAB
42.74
453m
17.9
12.2S
10.76
6.53
3.32
2.25
2.01
0.13
0.76
046

10130

49
37

269
278

5.11
10.20
2.74
65.8

124.0
7.7
2.0
2.7
0.4

04 OAB OAB
42-73 42-12R 42-127
44.79 47.95 4536
17.42 1641 14.34
12.23 11.33 11.56
10.36 10.02 9.34
6.36 4.78 941
3.11 3.39 2.90
1.9 1.60 1.40
1I 1.61 1.28

0.19 0.16 0.16
0.71 0.55 0.53
1.3S 0.78 1.16

101.20 93.58 97.44

48
33

26.7
233

4.5
£72
1.92
37A

6.2
IS
2.2
0.3

42
34

269
251

44S
534
2A3
S3I
77.1
6.3
1.7
24
0.3

47
36

26.6
30S

4.73
9.62
3.13
614

116.0
7.1
1.3
2.9
0.4

760
20

1080
24
46

190

63
31

249
197

3.27
5.10
1.97
40.0
7S.5

6.3
1.6
3.1
0.2

570
24

720
34
34

155

454
44

27.3
198

3.10
6.77
2.05
48.1
33.9

6.0
1.4
1.3
03

550
20

736
200
36

140

Nepheline
Hypaesdw

3 3 * 3 S 5 3 6 6 11 10 3 2 4
0 0 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

143Ndtl44Nd
Epsiln Nd
(37Stf86*i
206PW204Pb
207ParPf
201Pd204Pb

0.512603
469

0.70555
IL263
15.54
38397
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SiO2
Al203
FeO
CO

MpO
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NK20
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MnOMnosP205
LI(
Total

4734

15.37
11.66
10.24
5.14
3.13
1AO
1AR
0.16
0AS
1.12

9S.70

47.97 47.62 4825 47.0
16.05 15.23 1596 15.70
13.7 11.73 12.26 12.57

30.16 594 1027 9gi
532 7.73 5.2 .34
3.26 3.39 334 3.30
tAG 129 1AO A0
1A6 139 1.3 161
0.17 0.17 0.13 0.1
0.49 027 O.AS 49
0A9 1.54 0.21 0.71

9S.64 9951 99.70 9938

47.29
15SM
1254
10.07
6GM3
114
130
1.3
0.7
.49

OJ2
99.06

44.58
"is
1435
1332
6.55
376
4.17
0.70
1.10
0.19
030
3.14

97A6

46.32
1530
13.39
733
*92
2.97
090
1.16
0.19
0.34
4.11

10153

42.49 5405
10.76 16.531
12.79 10.21
9.73 6.47

13.45 3.22
2.39 4.21
1.00 203
1.69 1.1
0.16 0.14
0.67 0.50
1.79 0.17

9697 9930

5732
1537
LB0
6.74
4.15
3J1
2.48
1.09
0.13
Q25
0.4

100.90

53.6I
15.91
3.9
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3.36
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0.11
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2J3
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Rb(AA)
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SRD)
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34

273
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2.72
2.6
1.60
29.5
54.2

5.1
IA
24
0.2
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12
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60
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70 270 117 112
33 40 35 37

26.3 24.5 23 28.7
236 .227 244 239

4.18 3.11 3A5 3.5
3.23 2.75 334 3.72
131 1.11 1.69 122
32.7 23A 33.1 31.7
57 523 56.0 86

5.5 4. S SA
15 1.5 1.6 15
23 2.2 2.3 1.
OA 03 03 0.3

550 490
14 12

690 640
24 113 40
2S 22 26

138 116 126
491.11

14.36
25A5
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35

272
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3.0
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1.31
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53
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2.1
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14
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42
26
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24.3
194

1.70

Q95
12.6
24.3
3.1
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0.3
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9

176
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13
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2J3
1.16
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3.1
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0.2
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1.12
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5.5
1.2
2.4
03
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38O
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1'1
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4.96
1.03
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4.9
1.2
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13.2
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1.4
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0.3
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15.99 16.13
9.17 9.55
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3.57 3.5
2.30 1I0
IOS 120
0.13 0.14
0.30 032
0.39 0.65

100.55 99.05
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25 30

17.2 205
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4.43 446
5.69 5.24
1.32 1.16
353 33.3
69.9 A.4

5.3 53
IA I4
2.7 2.6
0.3 04

CM
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16.22
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3.4S
1.72
1.12
0.12
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2.01
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27

19.0
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1.10
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5.
1.6
23
0.3

-

Cm Cm CU Cm
34.2 .61 2440 24-59
56.27 55.73 55.6 57*0
15* 1594 15.91 15.78
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.7 6*8 691 6.2S
4.33 4.24 440 4.07
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Explanation for Table 1

YAB-Young alkali basalts of the Fortification Hill field (6-4.3 Ma).
OAB-Older normative nepheline alkali basalts of the Fortification Hill field (6 Ma).
OAB-hy--Older normative hypersthene alkali basalts of the Fortification Hill field (6
Ma).
TH-Tholeiitic basalts from Malpals Flattop, Arizona (9.7-10.6 Ma).

Locality Descriptions

Locality Location
Lat Long.

Age
Ma

Description

YAB
.

U.S. 93 36 000'00"N
1 14045'00"W

4.64-4.3 Volcanic center with numerous
dikes. Amphibole megacrysts
numerous; mantle xenoliths rare.

Petroglyph Wash

Saddle Island

36004'37"N
1 14 035'44"W

36 002'30"N
11404800360
04'37"N
1140
35'44"W"W

4.3 Alkali basalt forms a small
cylindrical vent. Amphibole
megacrysts are common.

not dated Flow interbedded with Tertiary
gravel Mantle xenoliths are rare.

TH
Malpais Flattop 35°45'00"N 10.6-9.7 100 m thick stack of hypersthene

114040'00"W eS3A normative tholeiitic basalt flows
duales with wide dikes.

OAB
Fortification Hill

Lava Cascade

Petroglyph Wash

Black Point

36 003'45"N
114°40'56uW

35 052'38"N
114 035'15"W

36°04'37"N
114°35'44"W

36 024'43"N
114 023'02"W

5.89 to
S.42

5.16 to
4.74

5.43 to
4.61

6.01

Over 80 flows associated with
cinder cones and shallow
intrusions.

Flows and vent zone at summit of
Black Mountains.

Stack of flows related to at least
two vents.

Flows and dikes. Flows
interbedded with gypsiferous
Tertiary sediments.



Las Vegas Range

Callville Mesa

Gold Butte

Grand Wash trough

River Mountains

Wilson Ridge

Government Wash

Hamblin-Cleopatra

Boulder Wash

36030'19"N
115°02 30"W

36010'19"N
1 14042'30"W

36 015'00"N
114°15'00"W

36015'00"N
113!50'00"W

36005'00"N
114 050'00"W

36°0621"N
114037'30"W

3600T700"N
114 045'00'W

360in'O"N
114°36'00"W

36007'00"N
114037'00"W

16.4

10.46
and 8.49

9.15 to
9.46

3.99 to
6.9

13.4-
12.1

13.4

12

14.2-
11.5

14.2

One or two alkali basalt flows
tilted about 20 degrees east
extensively covered by Quaternary
sediments.

Olivine-clinopyroxene bearing
basaltic-andesite flows erupted
from compound cinder cones.

Flows of alkali basalt along the
Gold Butte fault.

Flows, dikes and plugs of olivine-
phyric alkli basalt that locally
contain mantle xenoliths.

Andesite-dacite stratovolcano
surrounded by a field of dacite
domes and a basalt shield.

Basalt dikes cutting Wilson Ridge
pluton.

80-m-thick section of flows and
agglomerates are interbedded with
the Lovell Wash member of the
Tertiary Horse Spring Formation.

60 km3 stratovolcano comprised of
shoshonite, latite, trachydacite and
trachyte lava. Volcano is cut by a
radial dike system.

700-m-thick section of calc-
alkaline dacite flows and flow
breccias interbedded with flows of
pyroxene-olivine andesite.
3604'37"N
114035'44"W

-



Eldorado
Mountains
[Isotope data from
Daley and DePaolo,
1992]

35045'00"N
1 14042'00"W

18.5-12
g40Ar/39Ar
dunk

A lower section of basaltic-
andesite (predominant) and rhyolite
lavas and an upper section of
basaltic andesite, dacite and
rhyolite. The sections are separated
by a dacite ash-flow tuff(tuff of
Bridge Spring).

All dates are K-Ar except were noted.



Table 2. Source of Mafic Volcanic Rocks in the Lake Mead Area

Magma Type YAB OAB-ne OAB-hy TH Low £ Nd

Alkali Basalts

Components AM + HIMU AM+HIu+ AM+LM+ LM+cr LM+crust

in source +LM LM .KM [contaminationl [comminglingl

Notes: Size of text indicates relative contribution of each component. YAB-young alkali
basalts of the Fortification Hill field, OAB-ne and OAB-hy, nepheline and hypersthene bearing
alkali basalts of the Fortification Hill field, TH-tholeiitic basalts at Malpais Flattop, AM-
asthenospheric mantle, LM-lithospheric mantle, HIMU-high uranium (23&U/ 20 4Pb) mantle
component
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ABSTRACT

Detailed field study of the Reveille quadrangle indicates that this area experienced

a protracted history of Tertiary deformation and volcanism. Tertiary [p 31.3 Ma (?)] east-

trending normal faulting accompanied by coarse to fine gained clastic sedimentation

preceded the onset of volcanic activity in this area. Volcanic units range from basalt to

rhyolite and are Oligocene(?) to Pliocene in age. Paleotopography appears to have played

an important role in controlling the distribution of the Tertiary volcanic units and in most

instances is responsible for the geometry of the contacts between lithologic units.

Paleotopography, as it affected Tertiary depositional patterns in the northern Reveille

Range, was probably controlled by Mesozoic contractional deformation, pre-volcanic

east-trending normal faulting, caldera formation, and range-bounding normal faults.

In the northern Reveille range Pliocene basaltic centers are spatially associated with

older Tertiary volcanic rocks; however, basaltic centers in this area are not spatially

associated with topographically higher Paleozoic marine sedimentary rocks. Several of

the basaltic centers within the northern Reveille Range appear to be associated with

preexisting shallow crustal structure, including caldera margins and tectonic joint sets.

INTRODUCTION

Ultimately, to understand whether or not preexisting shallow crustal structure

influenced the emplacement and eruption of Pliocene basaltic volcanism in the northern

Reveille Range, it is necessary to understand fully the preexisting stratigraphic succession

and deformation history in the area The Reveille Range is an excellent area in which to

address this question because Pliocene basalts in this Range are associated with both

Paleozoic miogeoclinal strata and pre-Pliocene Tertiary volcanic rocks. This unique

relationship offers the opportunity to see deeper (relatively) structural and stratigraphic

levels, and to view pre-Pliocene sowictures which controlled basalt emplacement and

provides a glimpse of the vent geometry and the style and



mechanism of basaltic magma emplacement at shallow crustal levels in this part of the Basin and

Range. This study bears directly on geologic and volcanic characterization of the proposed

repository site at Yucca Mountain because recent basaltic volcanism is spatially and temporally

associated with older Tertiary structure at the site location, and future basalt eruption cannot be

excluded. Understanding the mechanism and style of Pliocene basaltic emplacement and eruption

in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain has important implications for repository site characterization

and feasibility.

Existing lithologic nomenclature proposed by Ekren et al. (1973) and later followed by

Jones and Bullock (1985) for the northern Reveille range is used in the present study. However,

based on more detailed mapping, this study presents a different stratigraphic succession than that

devised by Ekren et al. (1973). In general, Ekren et al. (1973) interpreted many of the Tertiary

lithologic contacts in the northern Reveille range as fault contacts. However, detailed mapping

indicates that most of these contacts are not faults. Steep, geometrically non-planar depositional

contacts were mapped as faults by Ekren et al. (1973). Although many lithologic contacts are

not exposed because they are covered by alluvium, field relations indicate that within the northern

Reveille range a significant amount of paleotopography was present during the deposition of

Tertiary volcanic units. A least some of this paleotopography is related to the rims and walls of

two Tertiary calderas in the northern Reveille Range.

This study presents field data accumulated from detailed mapping (1:24,000) in the

Reveille quadrangle and the interpretation of these observations. This paper includes a revised

Tertiary stratigraphic succession and deformation history, interpretation of the environment of

deposition of Tertiary volcanic units, and an alternative interpretation for many of the lithologic

contacts in the northern Reveille Range. These observations and interpretations are important to

understanding the influence of preexisting shallow crustal structure has on the emplacement and

eruption of subsequent Pliocene basaltic volcanoes.
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STRATIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE FOR TOPOGRAPHY

The lithologic description of the stratigraphy in the northern Reveille Range was presented

by Ekren et al. (1973). This stratigraphic nomenclature was generally followed and only slightly

modified by Jones and Bullock (1985). The lithologic nomenclature used in this study is virtually

identical to that of Ekren et al. (1973). However, this study presents a slightly different

stratigraphic succession (Plate I) than that put forth by Ekren et al. (1973). The main distinction

between the results found in this study and that of Ekren et al. (1973) is that these authors

inferred that most of the lithologic contacts in the northern Reveille Range were faults, whereas

this study proposes that these contacts are depositional. The following section discusses the field

observations that support this interpretation.

Oldest Tertiary sedimentary rocks

Ekren et al. (1973) identified a thrust fault that places Siluuian-Devonian carbonates on

conglomerates and fine grained clastic rocks presuned to be Pennsylvanian and Permian in age.

Closer inspection of this relation indicates that there is no shallowly dipping thrust fault associated

with this contact. There is evidence, however, that supports the existence of a sub-vertical east-

striking fault cutting the Paleozoic section. In buttress unconformity on this fault and resting

depositionally on the Paleozoic section is a Paleozoic clast conglomerate and interbedded

carbonate sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone. In proximity to the fault, the fault, the Paleozoic

strata and the clastic sequence are silicified. The conglomerate consists of very angular clasts of

Paleozoic rocks near the fault. Away from the fault the clasts become more rounded. The

conglomerate comprises only clasts fron the Paleozoic section, all of which can be derived from

the immediate vicinity. The clastic section also appears to contain large blocks (upto 2 m in

diameter) of locally derived Paleozoic carbonate floating within it. In addition, an important

observation is that this sequence contains no evidence for volcanic detritus.

The favored interpretation explaining these observations is that the conglomerates and

interbedded fine-grained clastic rocks were shed southward off an east-trending fault scarp
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(probably a normal fault with down-to-the-south throw). Faulting and deposition of the clastic

sequence probably occurred simultaneously and fluids migrating along the fault were responsible

for the silicification proximal to the fault. An occasional large block of carbonate was apparently

shed off the up thrown block into the clastic basin.

The field relationships in the vicinity of the elastic sequence permit the interpretation that the

oldest volcanic tuff (Windous Butte?, 31.3 Ma) in the range rest depositionally on this clastic

sequence (PLATE 1). This, and the observation that the elastic sequence is composed solely of

Paleozoic clasts and finer grained material with no evidence for any volcanic component suggest

an Oligocene or Eocene age. In addition, a rhyolite dike of similar modal phenocryst composition

to the oldest volcanic tuff (Windous Butte?) in the range intrudes the clastic section. If the above

interpretation is correct, and this clastic section was being shed off an east-striking normal fault

then a permissive conclusion of this data (in light of the poor timing constraints) is that some

extension occurred in this region prior to Tertiary volcanism.

Windous Butte Tuff(?)

This unit was originally contlated with the tuff of William's Ridge and Morrey Peak(?) by

Ekren et al. (1973). However, more recendy Best et al. (1989) assigned this name to the

intracaldera facies in the northern Pancake Range. The outflow equivalent of this unit is named

the Windous Butte Tuff (Best et al., 1989). The Windous Butte Tuff is 31.3 Ma and this name

has been adopted for this study.

The Windous Butte(?) was considered the oldest volcanic unit in the northern Reveille

Range by Ekren et al. (1973). The largest exposure of Windous Butte in the Northern Reveille

Range was inferred by Ekren et al. (1973) to be fault bounded. This study suggest an alternative

interpretation for this exposure. Originally, Ekren et al. (1973) inferred that the main exposure of

Windous Butte(?) was in fault contact with Paleozoic marine sediments. Jones and Bullock

(1985) interred that the Window Butte luff (?) occupies an east-trending graben bound on both

side by Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. However, field relations clearly indicate that the southern
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contact of Windous Butte(?) on Paleozoic rocks is depositional. This contact is subvertical to

moderately dipping and the compaction foliation in the Windous Butte(?) fans from subvertical to

moderately dipping at the contact to subhorizontal away from it (Plate 1). The northern contact

of Windous Butte(?) against Paleozoic rocks is never well exposed, but the compaction foliation

also fans away from the Paleozoic rocks and along this contact there is no demonstrative evidence

for a fault. Here it is suggested that the Windous Butte filled an east-trending paleovalley in the

Paleozoic basement. In light of the evidence for east-trending normal faulting prior to deposition

of the Windous Butte(?) discussed above, this paleovalley may have existed as a fault-bound

graben.

Ekren et al. (1973) also infer that the overlying tuff of Goblin Knobs is juxtaposed with the

Windous Butte(?) along a high-angle strike-slip fault. Although poorly exposed, this study found

no satisfying field evidence for a fault along this contact. Where compaction foliation in these

adjacent units was observed, orientations ame nearly coplanar, and strong discordance of the

foliation was not observed. With no demonstrative evidence for a fault between these two units,

this contact is tentatively considered depositional.

Tuff of Arrowhead.

The tuff of Arrowhead is comprised of two or more outflow cooling units and is quite

variable in composition and texture (Ekren et al., 1973; this study). Contrary to interpretations by

Ekren et al. (1973), field studies document that the tuff of Arrowhead rests depositionally on the

tuff of Goblin Knobs and, therefore, it is younger than the tuff of Goblin Knobs. Although the

contact between the tuffs of Arrowhead and Goblin Knobs is very poorly exposed, in all locations

the tuff of Arrowhead occupies a higher topographic level than the tuff of Goblin Knob. No field

evidence was identified that suggests a shallow-angle fault along this contact as inferred by Ekren

et al. (1973). East of the Arrowhead district, the tuff of Arrowhead rest depositionally on a thin

lens (-2-3 m thick) of very well rounded cobble conglomerate that in turn lies above the tuff of

Goblin Knob (Plate 1). These field relations support the interpretation that the tuff of Arrowhead
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rests depositionally on the tuff of Goblin Knob. However, the tuff of Arrowhead everywhere

rests on the lowest stratigraphic exposures of the tuff of Goblin Knobs. Continuous exposure in

this region indicates that the highest exposed stratigraphic levels of the tuff of Goblin Knobs rest

-100 m above the stratigraphically highest exposure of the tuff of Arrowhead. Together, these

data suggest that prior to deposition of the tuff of Arrowhead a significant amount of topography

was present on the tuff of Goblin Knobs.

The relative age between the tuff of Northern Reveille Range and the tuff of Arrowhead is

presently unclear. However, in general the tuff of Arrowhead is more strongly hydrothermally

altered than the tuff of Northern Reveille Range. Although not conclusive evidence, this may

suggest that the tuff of Arrowhead is older. Forth coning geochronology on these units should

clarify their absolute ages.

Field Evidence for Calderas

Since the study by Ekren et al. (1973) a significant amount of new geological field data have

been collected from the central Nevada region. Studies by numerous workers indicate that there

are many Oligocene and Miocene calderas in central and south-central Nevada (Fig. I; Best et al.

1989, and reference therein). The field relations described below indicate that the northern

Reveille Range also experienced this regional caldera formation event.

Tuff of Goblin Knobs

The tuff of Goblin Knobs covers most of the eastern half of the Reveille quadrangle. This

unit was originally considered equivalent to the Monotony tuff (27.1 Ma) by Ekren et al. (1973).

The tuff of Goblin Knobs has since yielded a 40Ar/39Ar (single sanidine) age of 25A Ma (Best et

al., 1992). This unit consists of a thick sequence (700+ m) of welded tuff containing ubiquitous

large pumice and lithic clasts (-60 cm). The thickness of the section, the lack of clearly defined

cooling units, and the overall coarseness of pumice and lithic clasts suggests that it is an

intracaldera facies.
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A part of the northern caldera wall for the tuff of Goblin Knobs is well constrained by the

geology in the southern Pancake Range and the northern Reveille Range (see Ekren et al., 1973;

Figs. 2 & 3). Because of the distinctly different geology exposed north and south of the pass

separating these two ranges and the interpretation by Ekren et al. (1973) that the tuff of Goblin

Knobs and Monotony tuff are age equivalent, these authors inferred the existence of a left-lateral

strike-slip fault separating the two areas. However, because the tuff of Goblin Knobs is younger

than the Monotony Tuff, and there is no demonstrative field evidence for the left-lateral strike-slip

fault inferred by Ekren et al. (1973), a caldera margin in this position appears a more reasonable

interpretation of the field relationships. If this interpretation is correct, the breccia sheets mapped

in the vicinity of the pass separating these two ranges (Ekren et al., 1973) probably were shed off

the caldera margin, rather than shed off strike-slip fault scarps as envisioned by Ekren et al.

(1973).

Tuff of the Northern Reveille Range

Field relations support the interpretation that a portion of the caldera that erupted the tuff of

Northern Reveille Range was erupted from a caldera in the northwestern part of the Reveille

quadrangle. The following section outlines the field evidence that supports this interpretation.

The tuff of Northern Reveille Range is greater than 300 m thick and contains abundant

large lithic and pumice clasts (70 cm). No internal cooling units could be defined. However, in

places the tuff contains a vertical basal vitrophyre (a minimum of 10-20 meters of relief is

observed along strike of this vertical vitrophyre) that contains glassy pumice and granitic clasts.

Where exposed, this vitrophyre is in sharp angular discordance with older volcanic rocks. In

these localities, overlying welded pumice tuff contain a vertical foliation that fans to sub-

horizontal.

In the north-entral part of the quadrangle the north-trending contact between the tuff of

Goblin Knobs and the tuff ofNorthem Reveille Range previously interpreted as a set of left-lateral

strike-slip faults and kinematically related thrust faults by Ekren et al. (1973) is here interpreted as
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a caldera margin (Figs. 2 & 3). The data supporting this interpretation include: 1) a buttress

unconformity of the tuff of Northern Reveille Range against tuff of Goblin Knobs (a minimum of

100 meters of relief is observed along this buttress), in addition, there is no evidence for

brecciation or offset of geologic markers along this contact that would support the existence of a

fault; 2) the tuff of Northern Reveille Range is intensely silicified along the contact against

unsilicified tuff of Goblin Knobs. Silicification of intracaldera fill is often seen along caldera

margins (Burbank, 1968; Lipman, 1984); and 3) buttressed against the caldera wall is a -25-50

meter thick silicified pyroclastic surge deposit overlying and interbedded with the tuff of Northern

Reveille Range. Interbedded with the surge deposit is a breccia sheet of tuff of Goblin Knobs

containing up to 5-10 square meter blocks of shattered tuff of Goblin Knobs. This breccia sheet

may have broken loose from the unstable caldera wall and slid into the active caldera of tuff of

Northern Reveille Range.

These relations, including the overall thickness and coarseness of the tuff of northern

Reveille Range, strongly suggest that a portion of the caldera wall for the tuff of Northern

Reveille Range is exposed in the northern Reveille Range and maybe nested within the caldera of

Goblin Knobs. These observations also clearly indicate the tuff of Northern Reveille Range is

younger than the tuff of Goblin Knobs.

Tuff of Streuben Knob

The tuff of Streuben Knob is comprised of two cooling units (Ekren et al., 1973; this study).

Both units contain large felsic igneous clasts (<50 cm) suggesting proximity to its caldera. Field

relations suggest that the tuff of Streuben Knob may be the outflow sheet for the tuff of Northern

Reveille Range which is interpreted as an intracaldera fill deposit Field evidence that suggest this

interpretation consist of: 1) similar modal phenocryst percent in both tuffs; 2) large granitic clasts

in both tuffs; and 3) similar basal vitrophyres with distinctive glassy flattened pumice and granitic

clasts.
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Flow-banded rhyolite rests depositional on the tuff of Streuben Knob. This rhyolite, named

rhyolite of Streuben Knob by Ekren et al. (1973), in places contains diagnostic orthoclase feldspar

phenocrysts (0.54 cm.). West of Streuben Knob, orientations in the flow banding in the rhyolite

change from subvertical to subhorizontal, presumably draping paleotopography. The overall

composition and modal phenocryst percent of the this flow-banded rhyolite is similar to orthoclase

porphyry rhyolite plugs and dikes found elsewhere in the Reveille quadrangle that Ekren et al.

(1973) identified as quartz latites.

Rhyolite Porphyry Plugs and Dikes

Ekren et al. (1973) reported a K/Ar age of 18.7 Ma for porphyry plugs and dikes in the

Reveille Range. These intrusions are spatially associated with the intracaldera tuff of Northern

Reveille Range (Plate 1) and although lacking absolute age control, may be associated with the

latter stages of the development of this caldema (i.e. resurgent doming). As suggested above, if

the rhyolite of Streuben Knob, which rests depositionally on the tuff of Streuben Knob (outflow

sheet(?) to the intracaldera tuff of northern Reveille Range), and the rhyolite porphyry dikes and

plugs are equivalent then the rhyolite of Streuben Knob may also be genetically associated with

late stage development of the caldera of Northeem Reveille Range. This interpretation implies that

the caldera of northern Reveille Range was active around 18.7 Ma.

Pliocene Basalt

Previous field, geochemical and geochronologic work on the Pliocene basalts in the northern

Reveille Range by Naumann et al. (1991) determined that two episodes basaltic volcanism

occurred in the area, 5.0-5.9 Ma and 3.0- 4.6 Ma. Each of these episodes of have isotopically

different signatures ( El. Smith, personal comm.).

An important goal of the present study was to determine if preexisting structure influenced

the emplacement and eruption of basaltic volcanism in this area Previous studies by Naumann et

al. (1991) identified basaltic centers in the northern Reveille Range. An important conclusion

drawn from the study by Naumann et al. (1991) and this study that pertains directly to
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characterization of the Yucca Mountain site is that basaltic centers are found within the central

portions of mountain ranges and not solely along the range margins and flanking alluvial basins as

suggested by Crowe et al. (1991). This finding, if not already factored into probabilistic studies at

Yucca Mountain by DOE scientists, needs to be considered as a variable in such studies.

An example of a basalt center positioned within the central part of the Reveille Range is the

Dark Peak vent in the north-central part of the Reveille quadrangle, which rests on the

topographic crest of the Reveille Range. This vent consists of scoria, cinder, and bombs, at least

one vertical conical magma conduit (-2.0 meters in diameter), and basalt dikes that feed basaltic

flows. Cumulative thickness of these flows, which flowed to the west, is -50 meters. Erosion of

the vent on Dark Peak allows scrutiny of -25 meter vertical section of the plumbing architecture

within the vent. Here, banded, vesicular siliceous veins cut basalt. The presence of these veins

suggests that hydrothermal fluids (perhaps circulating ground water at the tuff of Northern

Reveille Range caldera margin) were circulating after basalt eruption. This observation clearly

suggests that hot fluids escaped through an existing vent. This observation may have important

implications concerning the effect of basaltic magma emplacement on ground water circulation at

the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain.

Approximately 10% of all the vents in the Reveille Range and flanking alluvial basin rest

within the central part of the Reveille Range (Fig. 4). It could be argued that these basaltic vents

erupted prior to uplift of the Reveille Range. However, all the basaltic vents and their associated

flows that occur within the range proper rest directly on Tertiary basement with no intervening

alluvial sedimentary rocks or detritus. In addition, along the east flank of the Reveille Range,

basaltic flows originated from vents at higher topographic levels within the range proper and

flowed down steep vertical gradients (>30 degrees) into the flanking alluvial basin. These lavas

clearly flowed over range bounding normal faults. These field relations support the observation

that basalt lavas erupted onto a topography similar to present day topography.
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On the west flank of the northern Reveille Range, Ekren et al. (1973) show several north-

trending normal faults cutting Pliocene basalt flows. The existence of these structures, is

ambiguous. What is clear from the present level of exposure is that there is a zone of north-

trending brecciation in pre-Pliocene Tertiary tuffs (presumably the result of a fault). However,

because of the present level of exposure, it cannot be determined if the overlying basalts are

themselves also faulted. These field relations permit the following alternative interpretations: 1)

the basalts are not faulted, but, rather, flow over a pre-existing fault scarp; 2) the oldest basalt

flows were faulted and younger lavas flowed over this fault scarp; and 3) the entire sequence of

basalt flows is faulted as indicated by Ekren et al. (1973). Clearly, the present exposure in this

area does not allow for a definitive interpretation. However, the field relations discussed in the

previous paragraph would support the interpretation that the basalts are not faulted and flowed

over existing fault scarps .

Basement Control of Pliocene Basalt Vents

The tuff of Goblin Knobs in the Reveille quadrangle contains a prominent north- to

northwest-trending tectonic joint set (<1 meter spacing interval). In the east-central part of the

Reveille quadrangle, two basaltic dikes (-1-1.5 meters thick) intruding the Monotony Tuff and

feeding an overlying basalt flow have parallel trends to the north-trending joint set in the

Monotony Tuff. Along strike these dikes temporarily jog parallel to the subordinate N30W-

trending joint set and then jog back to parallelism with the dominant north-trending joint set. This

observation suggests that some basaltic dikes that feed the Pliocene basalt flows in the northern

Reveille Range use preexisting joint sets as conduits (perhaps only temporarily) in the shallow

crust. However, it is also clear from field observation that basaltic dikes elsewhere ignore and

intrude at high-angles to these older joint sets.

Along the inferred caldera wall of the tuff of Northern Reveille Range are at least two vents

for the episode I Pliocene basalt flows (5.0-5.9 Ma, Naumann et al., 1991). The basalt vent on

Dark Peak and probably the basalt vent -1.0 mile north-northwest of Dark Peak (Fig. 2, Plate 1)
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are situated along the range crest on or just inside the inferred caldera wall for the tuff of

Northern Reveille Range. This relationship suggests that in this part of the Reveille Range,

Pliocene basalt emplacement and eruption may have been directly aided by preexisting shallow

crustal structural weaknesses typically found along caldera margins. Interestingly, though more

speculative, several basalt vents lie close to the inferred trace of the northern wall of the caldera

that erupted the tuff of Goblin Knobs (Fig. 2 &3; Naumann et al., 1991; this study).

It should also be noted that in the Reveille quadrangle basalt centers are in areas where

Tertiary basement apparently lacks structures at the present level of exposure. All the basalt vents

that have basement exposures beneath them rest on Tertiary basement. There are no basalt

centers that rest directly on Paleozoic marine sedimentary rocks in the Reveille Range. In general

the Paleozoic sequence in the Reveille Range is undeformed. The faults Otat are exposed within

the Paleozoic sequence are generally associated with silicification which probably sealed the faults

to future fluid or magma migration. A majority of the Paleozoic rocks in the Reveille quadrangle

occupy the highest topographic position along the range crest. It is possible Otat once the basaltic

magma has migrated into the shallow crust it simply finds the easiest path to the surface. In the

Reveille Range, the rise of basalt through the Paleozoic section was inhibited by topography,

density of the Paleozoic rock, and the lack of open fractures.

CONCLUSIONS

The Reveille Range records a protracted history of Tertiary deformation and volcanism.

Prior to deposition of the oldest volcanic unit, the Reveille Range experienced a period of normal

faulting and associated sedimentation. This period of normal faulting together with previous

Mesozoic contractile deformation probably led to the formation of east-trending paleovalleys that

controlled the deposition of the oldest Tertiary volcanic rocks. The tuff of Goblin Knobs (24.5

Ma) erupted from a caldera in the northern Reveille Range. The northern margin of this caldera is

located between the southern Pancake Range and the northern Reveille Range. The tuff of

northern Reveille Range erupted from a younger caldera also located in the northern Reveille
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Range, and likely nested within the older caldera. The tuff of Streuben Knob may be the outflow

sheet correlative to the intracaldera tuff of northern Reveille Range. The rhyolite of Streuben

Knob and rhyolite porphyry plugs and dikes may represent the latest stages of development of the

caldera that erupted the tuff of northern Reveille Range.

Whereas previous interpretations of many of the Oligocene and Miocene lithologic contacts

in the northern Reveille Range involved faults, this study finds that the field relations are most

consistent with the interpretation that these contacts are depositional. Although many of these

contacts are steep, field relations suggest that there was a significant amount of paleotopography

during the deposition of many of the Tertiary units. Paleotopography in the Reveille Range

appears to have been a function of Mesozoic contractile deformation, normal faulting prior to

Tertiary volcanism, Miocene caldera formation, and range-bounding normal faulting. Prior to this

study, the interpretations presented by Ekren et al. (1973) suggested that Pliocene basaltic

volcanism in the Reveille Range might be strongly controlled by pre-existing basement faults.

This study concludes that may of these faults do not exist, thereby decreasing the probability that

such structures controlled subsequent Pliocene basaltic volcanism in this area.

Some, if not much of the Pliocene basaltic volcanism in the northern Reveille Range appears

to have occurred after uplift of the range. Basaltic centers are located within the interior of the

Reveille Range and not solely along the range margin or within the flanking alluvial basins. Pre-

Pliocene basement structures within the range interior appear to influence the emplacement and

eruption of several basalt centers. These structures consist of preexisting caldera margins and

tectonic joints sets.
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Summary of Work Completed by Tim Bradshaw

October 1992 to December 1992

Introductory work

1. Background reading, including all of the relevant CVTS documents and a number of MSc

theses, plus relevant reports concerning the general Yucca Mt. area and the waste repository project

in particular (eg. USGS and DOE documents).

2. The 47th meeting of the USNRC Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste was attended.

3. A Macintosh database was compiled for all of the available Crater Flat data. Comparisons were

made to other published Crater Flat analyses (from Vaniman et al 1982), and geochemical

modelling was started. A brief summary of some of the preliminary interpretations is given below.

Field work

Introductory field work was conducted at Crater Flat with Gene Smith, and in the Reveille

Range with Mark Martin. The Crater Flat area was subsequently visited on a number of occasions.

Flow relationships were investigated to try and determine a relative chronology for the samples

already analyzed. Nineteen further samples were collected from Red Cone and these are currently

being prepared for analysis. Sample coverage of Red Cone is displayed in Figure 1. The new

sampling was concentrated at the summit of Red Cone, to provide data for investigating the

development of lava lakes, and on the southern flank of Red Cone where a large number of cinder

cones are located. Here, a suite of intrusive bodies exposed in the eroded core of a cinder mound

have been sampled. It is hoped that it will be possible to geochemically correlate these intrusions

with lava flows in their close proximity, and thus further constrain both temporal relationships and

the magmatic evolution of Red Cone.

Four local field trips were also made to examine other areas of late Cenozoic volcanism in

southern Nevada. Parts of the McCullough Range, Sheep Mt. and the River Mountains were

visited.
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Geochemistry

Some problems were identified with the current Crater Flat data set, concerning INAA

analytical errors. Because the range of geochemical variation is rather limited for each cone, the

errors on some trace elements (eg. Ta, Zr, Yb and Nd) are too great for the detailed investigation of

intra-suite variations. The major and trace element data for Red Cone and Black Cone also display

significant overlap (see Figure 2- note the near identical patterns for the Red Cone and Black Cone

average data), although some of the youngest Red Cone lavas do have greater concentrations of the

Light Rare Earth Elements (LREE). Thus, it is intended to re-analyze some of the more crucial

samples, and also to obtain coverage of a wider set of trace elements by additional XRF analysis.

However, the available data is still valuable for characterization of the Crater Flat samples relative

to other magmatic provinces in the western USA.

Geochemical modelling

All samples analyzed from Crater Flat can be classified as alkali basalts. Some of the

general features of their geochemistry have previously been outlined in the CVTS yearly report for

1989, and by Vaniman et al (1982) The basalts have moderately high trace element concentrations

(Fig. 2, see Sun and McDonough 1989) and most of the samples are diopside-olivine-hypersthene

normative (Figure 3, afterThompson etal 1983).

- Low concentrations of Cr. Co, Sc and MgO and low Mg#s (49-54) indicate that the basalts

have undergone significant degrees of evolution from their primary magmas. Primary basalt

magmas are typically thought to have Mg#s in the region of 68-76 (Mg#= 72, for primary magmas

modelled in the western Great Basin, Ormerod et al 1991). Thus a back-correction to such values,

from the Crater Flat data, would imply approximately 20-25wt% olivine fractionation.

Fractionation of olivine is also supported by its presence as the only abundant phenocryst phase in

lavas from Crater Flat However, covariation between Co. Sc and Cr within the spread of the Red

Cone and Black Cone data suggests that orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene (rapinel) fractionation
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may also have contributed to the magmatic evolution. Again, this is supported by the presence of

these minerals as minor phenocryst phases in many of the samples.

The depth at which fractionation occurred is a critical factor in determining the probability

of site disruption at Yucca Mt., although it is a figure that is difficult to constrain. However,

estimates can be made from the normative mineral compositions of the magmas, and by

consideration of the mineral phases that are thought to be involved in fractionation (see Figure 3).

Magma apparently ponded in the upper portions of both Red Cone and Black Cone, although these

events were probably short-lived. The individual units never exceed 80cm in thickness, and thus

would have cooled fairly rapidly (<<lyr). On Figure 3 none of the Crater Flat samples fall near to

the typical 1 atmosphere fractionation path, and instead plot closer to the higher pressure cotectic.

This suggests that any magma residency in the upper crust/ near surface would only have been of

limited duration, as equilibrium was not attained. Rather, fractionation is likely to have occurred at

greater depths, possibly near the base of the crust; or even in the upper mantle below the

plagioclase stability field, as this mineral is never observed as a phenocryst phase.

Fractionation at depth has also been recognized as a feature in other provinces of the

western USA (for example: Bradshaw 1991; Olazner and Ussler 1988), and indeed this may be a

pre-requisite for magmas to intrude further into the crust (Glazner and Ussler 1988).

The implied high degrees of fractionation obviously have a significant effect on the

measured trace element abundances of the Crater Flat samples. However, most trace elements (with

the exception of Ni, Cr, Co and Mn) are highly incompatible in olivine, and thus the relative

concentrations of these elements are not drastically affected by olivine removal. In Figure 2 a range

of trae lement data are compared with average alkali basalt compositions from the Colorado River

Trough (CRT) extensional corridor, to the south of Las Vegas. The patterns display a number of

similarities, in that both areas have LREE (eg. La, Ce) and Large Ion Uthophile Element (Rb, Ba)

abundances in excess of the Heavy REE (Yb, Lu) and High Field Strength Elements (eg. Ta, P.

Hf, Ti). This results in a prominent 'trough' at Ta (and Nb), and peaks at Ba and La. These
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features have been interpreted as the result of melting in the subcontinental lithospheric mantle in

the CRT (Bradshaw 1991), and a similar interpretation may also be applicable to the magmatism at

Crater Flat. However, isotopic evidence is not yet available to confirm this model, and so this is

one of the main objectives of further work in 1993.

The degree of partial melting in the mantle is also difficult to constrain because of the extent

of fractional crystallization. However, based on some preliminary trace element ratio modelling, the

Crater Flat magmas may have been generated in mantle not dissimilar to the CRT source if the

degree of partial melting were small, eg I1%.

Other related work

A paper entitled, Basaltic Volcanism in the Southern Basin and Range: No Role for a

Mantle Plume [Tr.K.Bradshaw, C.J.Hawkesworth and KGallagher] was completed for

publication. This paper was submitted in its final version, following favorable reviews, to the

journal Earth and Planetary Science Letters. It is hoped that it will be published early in 1993.

Further collaborative papers with Chris Hawkesworth, concerning Cenozoic volcanism in the
western USA, are also under consideration.
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Figure 1. Schematic geology map of Red Cone, showing sample localities
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Figure 2. Comparison of averaged trace element data from Crater Flat and
the Colorado River Trough extensional corridor, south of Las Vegas.
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Figure 3. After Thompson et al 1983. Normative mineral compositions for Crater Flat
samples, projected from plagioclase. Typical fractionation paths are shown for evolution at
high pressures, and at one atmosphere.
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SESSION 47, SAIC: STORAGE OF HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE

volcanic rocks (2"PbPoilb It 1.11-1t.24 nd V PbtXoPb * 38.70-39.15) but 0AS pL. Kvaii Cha ss D.
Tnveihuilxiniet blcin ledin both vein and alcerte samples resides dominantly

in Inc-ained. authigenaccalcite. UN HC Salso atacks and removes lead m Siit QUATERNAY 3lOSWC NAiS OK
phases, but a milder OtN C4,COOH dissolbtion gp dure identifies a asgifcndly
more uranogenic lead in mogst ef the calcite ( Pb/soPb * 1[11-Z0.21 n dV
BSPb^°'Pb 33.60.39.34). Probably ibis t niogenic whbone lead was Imap 16a63d ALIUn Narioaso
into thc vein system by tbe downward percolanot of meteoric waelr that bad prevusely k U 1so
intetacted wish pirficisi caicrese. andb Parc tle matter derived Tomhonuer ieos is oic ye b n d
nd Late Proterozoic limestne in surIV unding mountains may be die ulumate source of StaldT" nk la" prh b

she calcite. Several samples, however, including two frm a win incorporating a sbis _ Yam Mo
sone of basaltic ash. contain carbonat lad that is only slightly different frorn their 4nMzbHlupc dorla gikei:i g1dA
silicatc lead. These isotopically more unifoan samples suggest shat volcanic rocks oftass ar
locally have contributed mmnt of the lead so both uaction of the vein q mstern. Ae xIna arm swame *o

The isopically eogeneow lead doatrciacteriscs the regional Pa oic e ilb t wofto
Proterozoic sedimentary rocks and Middle Proterozoic trystalline socks remains a pnd m gi 15km 2 degrae. 8i
candida t for at least some of the lad in dhe Trench 14 wein. An important finding of ZLI.urn. I s Whine lomuin o
thib study, however, i tIhat die data do not ueqwre die more esticstigma Xt hat have been 7IinM L ag-orm i di
proposed for the veins. Instea, he imilariy between lead isotopic pr~operties ot ie ItO e*m I Ma MPmU i _ a
veins and eacesems sugets a mutang relantted topeoenicpenoea ~yipd m ubm 7st

N! 16720

MIUsSLOWE IN ilHE YUCCA MOUNTAIN ZR~lasma

Rd IsfkcnguslScln Divism E~gS-1. ha D662. la
I Laboratory. Les Almos, KMd 87545 and WHITNEY.
M.ey.Vudes DmW.Mbet3. Deniu.CO 8
kad aCVWitbloCks. ThesMbWks., gMPNsdOf liA&

aim mhau hav Isalted teapeler a" hootave ate

B MO iggeia SAWn arvd i es diffant slop.s OK kam
2slaoge dcgad-ce-PE nepm mdiee deoum mg"s bam

mais i~sesetellviZ em mge km. 0.3-2...
ofsoe bmdoslta Om doetaiqi yois age iNtmates btar
n caScabeuld for h1 'n-lops Mau have relict auly to middig

mbmity low seeginad la kwt O& solnlrd agnin.
mg-a Emma NW mop am. 10.43 emua enow

I codii scobes to die low bing-vin mm
do bihnlp *cpui eilyod ~ n ela i
dere leiaft wesiethtag. (3) collevial boulder depotis ate
Inhibits removal of faicr gEmbed debris by slopewuak.
its by "Wph labi nate o ain amlmu lb= km Iat
WOOh effactw e In ssug hIlIdIrI enlluviuask banaup

MOab middle mld lowerbtw htsans d mely anp iubku

02:15 pxn.Marshiall,BdanD. N! 7474
A MODEL FOR THE FORMATION OF PEDO0ENIC CAR1BONATE 8ASED ON
STRONTIUM ISOTOPE DATA FROM SOUTHWEST NEVADA -

MARSHALL Brian D. and MAHAN. Shannon, U.S. Geological Survey.
MS 963. DFC Box 25046. Denver, CO 0225

Calcaenous soils are ubiquitous in arid regions such as die southwestern United States.
Models describing the formation of ste calcium carbonate that cements loose, porous
material in these soils usually require an allogenic component fbr the source oete lrge
amounts of calcium in the caldciu The isotopic ceompositimonf strontium. a common
trace Constituent in carbonates. is an ieal rcer for tie e in of dhe calcium. Analyses
of strontium in ealcretes, fault-filling veins. thisoliths, surface coatings, and solian
sediment near Yuo Mountain. Nevada. prov i npant eeeints an b origin of
tde alkaline earths in dese various materials.

C1lrees. fa ultfiling weins .td rtlzoliths contain carbonate-bound (uHCI
leachable) Strontium wish 0.Sr7MSr vi QJ124. This value is aipificantly
different from the average f 0717 found f ont-bound strontium in the
surface coatings and in solian Sediment These results lead so two conclusions: (1)
calcite srnface cottigs on bedrock deriv their alkaline artis hkn die eolian carbontec
component and (2) thde alaine earths in ealcrete aid fault-lling-vcin calcite are aot
turely derived m an eoitn carbonate manponent.

The rstonttutn-Icope data wgest that tsoef 6! talaline earth ntent in dbe
pedogenic carboaute Is derived nhe weathering of local de4itus. To test this
hypothesi isotopic aualyses of the slLice detritus ar in proes.

Within the volcanic bedrock of Yuc Mountaln catc aurs iscoatings an open
fracues. The 87Srd 6Sr of diese ealiss varies from pedogenic-type values ur the
surface so lower values (0.7093) at end below ie watr able. Some of die alal-ine
earths in these fracture coatings may be partially or sotally denved from the volcanic
bedrock, which has widely varying isotopic composidion

These data preclude die involvement of pwellintg round water in the genesis of
suricial carbonate in the immediate Vicinity of Yuccl Mounan

0213 p.,r SblddessJ. S. N! 19828
Isotopic Evidence for a _ Reflal3 Origin for Iydreogenti
Veins In Faults near Yucca Mountain, Nevada

STUCRLSS, J.S.. PrrERNAN, 2.1., W5SZLUI, J.T., and ls,
D.R. S e ological Survey, KS 963, Denver Fed Ctn.,
Denver CO 80225

Vein-like deposits of calcite and opaline silica that infill
faults and fracture- in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain have
been the center of considerable debate because the deposits
occur near a possible site for the lation'o firat high-level
nuclear waste repository. The various proposed modes of
origin for the deposlts, such as catastrophic upvelling of
water or downward percolating fluids related to pedogenic
procesea, have differing implicatLons tor the performance ot
a geologic repository. Isotopic date for oxygen, carbon,
strontium, and uranium in the carbonate minerals exposed at
Trench 14 preclude deposition from upwvlling waters from
either of the regionally extensive aquifers known to exiot
beneath Yucca Mountain. Oxygen isotopes Imply deposition of
calcite at unreasonably to imposaibly low temperatures
etrontium is too radiogenic: and uranium activity ratios mrs
toe low. Data from calcitea deposited by the adjacent Ash
Meadows flw System further suggest that the isotopic
compositions of ground water In southern Nevada have not
changed markedly during the last G0 to goo I.y. and that,
therefore, conclusions based on present-day water
coupositiona are probably valid for at lest the last o00
k.y. Isotopic compositions of the Yucca Mountain calcites
are similar to those observed ln secondary noil carbonates
and, In combination with *xistinq geologic, mineralogic, and
paleontologic data, show that the carbonate and epalLne
silica deposits must have formed from descending water
related to a pedogenic process.
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my rmateurls ma aisvcTwAss cowrlau An axs nactouzsrymci~xsxisr or
PL3ocatz)(/9"TSRIE AsazIC D1ns. Souusz UVADA mm XoRTM TIM

PALDS, S _* B., Dept. of SeoWI . Vawersity of Iff., Iare city.
I& 92242r u lUsaaeLU. Daniel L. and cas2, Rugene I.. Dept.

Seosciance, lnivereLty ef Nevada. Les Vegas. WY 62154
live Quaternary basaltic volcanic *enter* Ile within 30 km et the

= epd high-level nuclear waste spoitery at Tueo mountain STMl
l gov tc recn the oruet without ecotmination. Previous

etudlee euggested that relatively thun (4 t a) dikes ted the basaltic
eenters. Te Ouaternary dikes, scorie sndn. and cinder enes

eally trend MM. Potential mow-striki near-surface channelways
tor th aalta Lclude rMal fault _eontn, layering in highly
f.1 eId Proteroeoic and P>leasoLe racks. and roictl. Nowever, lack
of dissoction of these young volcanoes precludes direct ebnerveloen
of feeder dikes and controllig atructuee.

to elucidate the geometry of plubliag *yees beneath Quaternary
solcaices mae ruce Mozatain. hount ly-Inseected Pliocene basaltic
oentere were Studied Le the Fortification ill field of northwestern
Arizona. Ts most highly dissected centers ar located en the vast
flank of Nalpals VAs. Nero. dikes within and directly banath three
entere range tem 10-25 a in width end 100-221 a ln l ngth. Two
entere am linked by a 1-2 a wide dike. thus, dike widths increase

by an order ef magnitude directly beneath *es cantoers. the eoW- ao
NW-streking dikes in the Partificetian mill field c ey parallel
but ore rarely Intruded directly along Preexisting structures. Sam
dikes out directly ecross Kione momal faults, all dikes have mar
vertical dips. theas Observations imply that dikes may hews
Propagated upward through -sslf-oneratd- fractures produced by
tensile stresses nar tbe dike tip- Th fratures probably developed
perpendliclar to the least prinei4al tres

la the Yucca Mountain region, the preexisting rnX-striking
roructurea my have locally faciltateod tronport of magas. tn moot

ees, however. we ouPct that eages creae thir own pathways
perpendicular to the mow er intation of least principal etreso.
Xasard sassemnte ot Yucca Montain should consider the potential
for dike intrusion along selt-generated fractures not associated with
preexisting faults end dike widths as great as 25 a.
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SIRFRCIAL MAPPING IN MIDWAY VALLY: IMPUCATIONS FOR FUTURE
MUDIES TO ASSESS SURFACE FAULnNG POENTIAL AT PROSPECTIVE SURFACE

FACIUIES OR THE POTENTIAL YUCCA MOUNTAIN REPOSIORY. NEVADA'
WESUNG.I.L.SWAN. F.K.3UL.ARD.T.F.. ANGELL Md.M. Wd PEJMAN. R.C..

G(Nu CGslPisse. Inc.. Go Ms" Plate. Sper Jaus Tow.. Swus 717,
go *mca Csh1louuia 94305; GIBSON. t.D.. OrS. S315. Sada Nesouid
Labo1istri. P.O ac SXL. Albuququ. New Mawo 87185.
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3N 153, MSA-IGNEOUS PETROLOGY (POSTERS 1I1)

mnt Alcuian aust baween -43 amd IS M. Aer 15 ML mall votUlres of
...,.._.-. d m sime and dacift were etrpled on Acu Island ard nduocat dte wesrn

Aleucmns. These scas gly ealcalkuire rocks my so agnetan
mndesw ofPiip Volcano which iu cd lindiaaly behind die wevstnmst
Ateuian ridge. Piip Volcano is a hydrothermally-actve searnont that has In Id cn
email dilaional Stnuctrts within de regionauly rans-usiwe regime dd ie modern
weslt Aleutians. This eaky r is inferred so he been estblished at
spproaiinauly 15 Ma following s-enmenftand Voluminous tddeiendc
osagfnanmm. The swiath boat dioleilic magmallarn ,rlmed moa amrnsaesnsal repume so
suongly calcaflkhnc smagutansut selazd IDs anusnspessicial tegitr say have reviled

cm ebnggof die Aleutan -Karchunc ucecion with buoyant. subductioti-elazcd
letianet prlbably originatd o die em am west ransposed by strike-

Boot 29 Deant DW=os G. N! 17194

Soft 27 KHigrm S. L N! 17231
ALICA71ONS OF CHAOS THEORY TO ZONING MORPHOLOGY IN MAGMATIC
PLAGIOCLASE

HIGMAN. S.L. aid PEARCE. T.H., Daparmiet of solical Sciences.
Quen's University, Kingson. Onario. Canada, M7L 3N6

Tl thicknesses ad morphology of oscillasory stmes in magmatic plagioclase from Mt. St
Helens. Washingioo. md St. irts. Ls Antiles showseque of orddplanar ones
sparated by sequences of disordered cnvolute nes. Tthi ptrn sugflests dhit during
crystal grovth, sonmc fctor otruolling pystsllization i gi elt dinged so cuse apparent
periodic and choatic sonstion patnerns. As a result. tIe sntin patiens observed suggest
disa plagiac crystalizsaton Is a soalinetr dynamic process. Demraining die
dimensionaliy and lsnctioaal form of tde onlioer dynamical equations rqtresena dhe first
step in creaing a predicive model for plagiodlase ctysil growth;

Recosnuction of Mie ae space od the systm boo she trelaive time-series of
sone-hickness ustraments evteals two types of bhaviour a spialg gmry. n a lait
cycle geometry. These ae Indicative of a soondisotic Hopf bifucation.

lI low-durmesiocal chantic syses. tie sm sae space cqbe used for pradlotlon
of die time series of ne thicknesses. Poor ordlation bawoem me-sales predictious

dactual mmae thicknesses suggests din plagiod growth it n governed by a low-
dimensional ieack system of equations. However, tdis poor eorreiation Is aot ilcoaser
with die Nopf bifurcation ypte .

The correlation dimension an be ued so constrain die imemsiotullty of die
sonlinrar system ecoolling crystal growth. Recan workers concluded dim die data
rquirements bt dtis Calculation en a cntem as previously suggested. Using de
mdbod of Grassberger ed Procaca (193). a definitIve diKtansion cant be obuatned
omn the tim-series of plagiodae eCystals exmined so date becas of tie lilthied dmber

of Jone thicknesses observed. Conequendy. a diffser approach Is requitd so calculate
die corration ditmension in natural systems characteried by imited data.

Grnasberter. P. and Procaccia, 1. 1953. Measuring dt strangeness of srange
suractors. Physic, 9D. pp. IW9-201.

Booth2 He zig,harles T. N! 6346
CAt-ALKALlttE VOLCAXISM OF Tl EARY CRoTACEOUS SAWAGO
PEU VOCUiICS, ISOR SEM 8utsTA AM Ws., CAUrFORMA
SARL.! RACIATSMt OF EE PM VLUtSUI RANS RATKOLITS.

HERZIG, Charles T., Dept. of rarth Sciences, Univerity
of California, Riverside, CI, 52521.

The results of detailed mapping, geocheiostry, and the
first microprobe nineral analyses of the Zarly Cretaceous
Santiago Peak Volcanics (SFV) at their OtypeN locality In
the northern Santa Ana lRtis yield insights into the
magmatic evolution of the Peninsular Ranges bathelith (P )
during its earliest stages of emplacoment. Structurally
intact sequences of subaerial flows, welded tufft, vlcani-
clastic breccias, apiclastie rocks, and hypabyssal Intru-
sions are the remnants of the volcanic arc built above the
batholith. Flows a*re dominantly basaltic andesites and
andesites, with leoser basalts, dacites and rhyodacites.
Kajor element Compositions of asidesitas, basaltic "asites
and basalta are of a low-K, cale-alkaline series. Rocks of
tholeiltic affinity era also present. Cps with a composi-
tional range oft WOl5;sffna.-.4 5 Fr-22 plots within the nn-
alkali field on diecrmina ion dagras, straddling the
Cale-alkaline - tholeiitic line of Leterrnir ad others
11912). The Compositions of epx from the SPV overlap with
thos from gabbros of the M. Caleic amphiboles Irom the
SPv are pargasite and odonite with rare magnesio-horn-
blend* These compositions shov limitad overlap with
saphiboles from gabbroa of the PM. PlagioclasC crystals
are dominantly labradorite-bytavnite (overall range is
Am50 *g9). opx Is complately altered to chloritae part of a
graenschtist aais lteration assemblage present in all
rocks. The field matting. abundance of andesitic composi-
tions and Cale-alkaline affinity of the rocks is consistent
with an origin of the SPv as a volcanic arc constructed at
or near the margin of Korth America.

CRYSTAL BIUZ DISTRIBUTION SUDIES INs "A£PSl1 PEAKS COLORADo
WRAST. Delores a. and CLIPPORD, Paul ., Dept. Geology.

Meuaster University. Eanilton. Ont. LIS 4X1
the Spanish Peaks (tP) dual intrusions of southern Colorado,
their surrounding radial dyke swarm and several related plugs
form a spectacular volcanic complex in the Rio Grande Rift.

To shed light en the crystallization history of some &Io
Grande magmas. petrographic relationships and crystal sies
distribution (CED) have been examined for epeques. olivine,
and augite grom a gabbroic dyke of Iluerfano Sutte (E1) and
feldspars and oepques frem a rhyelitie' dyke of the SP
swarm.

CSD plots for 33 augite and SU opaques yield straight
lines with stoeep egative slopes. These are Consistent with
Constant, continuous growth and nucleation during
crystallizatien, as well as no crystal fractionation during
emplacement and eiso independent growth.

Similar plots cor O olivine. IF feldspar. and tP
opaquis yield &sym etric bell curves indicating tines
depletion. *S olivises show resorption features on all grain
sizes. The rersrbed material was possibly redeposited as Rs
auoite; this may explain the higher slope values tor KS
augite compared to NS epnques. dY epaques also shov loss of
material due to resorption.

SP fheneorystic teldspars near the dyke boundary leek
resorption features whereas P? senocrystic feldsiprs show
resorption throughout the dyke. The absence ft tines for
both populations could be due to sorting ot the crystals in
a magma chamber perhaps by neutral density bouyancy or by
magma movement within the chamber. Decreasing CSO slopes
acress the UP dyke for both SP teldspars and SP opaques are
probably due to thermal and chemical disequilibriuo towards
the centre of the dyke.

BOOM 30Ca dadIMT.E N! 219t1
INTELMEDIUE AMD MAIC VOLCANC ROCK OF TE NORTHERN WHT HILLS
Ai=0EA: SUCIONt FOM TlE PRODUCTION OF MERMEDIATE
COPOSTION VOLWCAC ROCES DURING REGIONAL EXTENSON

CASCADDEN TZr DepL Of Geab, Usiuerh d New M Mcib= kmquerque, NM 5731
DM L DeptL eosdeM Uesii f WNVd& Lu Veas. NV iSE

rhe giseradof itermmediatc pcdee s neaigsaa roar$ i"erag icad e a aonly
mde do die sdmmig omdc ad lic maass ea ete hais of pochcmical. pegraPic
ad lki ddeace. IsLe Mew am fte eoriks Colorado minilomal mondor. -Mm
smmiglq produd kmme amposkion uklcaline mu ad assoeated plces ik se
Sled Mocunas. Arls ad Rim Mountains. Mends, Homtw. k some aeas dk e Sium
sad 1urg thick dco of mitc so iteraedlte notcss socks lack ie Petrographic, field and
chemical esce kr cl-gling As sonapo sucthd a ma ik a onkthers White Hias
(NWH). tsrsters Auloma, th eaasuft ampre of milTeruary Oen rocks iT mc
tide of Le VW&

The NWH antme amid1moceae ma& so bterudde scaters, Law
snbalaic so elka5 ad ry is cimpoakios ton bush (46.2 SW to basaltie tradyandest
(5 to SM so waindeh (3741% SiO). "OFK wrins b. 4%: rocks bae not
been ted KAwonwtcsm. ta Eacholcano is ampoedof cekally ad peraragphicaly
A-bn- maga Te Ar mama te em reedlaw by fractouaion, scatmatien orAC
_compeatibl am elmea M T h LR sw moil bet swufme difereaces. Howevr,
eampeeiba ta _ele (Co Cr. S4 V') somnabratia"r [Wi amo primitiw ssmples or sad
maps tope me imilar. AS km costai elivise as a ieqllibriam Phase. Varisticn uik magm
"apes plaaeed by fiouatiof 61%se or fivie-dinoplsmeligocaie.

These obernations .ee thai she initerediate valcasic sites iike White Hills mere
deaied by - mekiao chemicalydftuat. hut a aDgicallys nources. Because
elitek la*n equilibriam p hie tiree maps types k son hais bias an the iquidus ik be
sure. We " that dmoa t soul rm br NWH Dmapas U ipinel peridoie. High Sr
iooteau MSi pme) argue apgnst awal amtsmisatei This made] I arir to that
proposed by Barker ad Thompson (199) for the alia laws of die Kamblti-Clcopatra cicano
(to Ile eortkbut dike NWNI) baa cootrmtilwlth ike mats enmmaig models proposed r
the somposiac* h oicanie reds or the Rise sad Slac Moussiss Therefo s
tke lAe Mud tsea independen procces (partial making aod agmas conmuig) mere
capomibk hr di Production otateedip co eepoiitios qicm rocs duin miMce
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PETROcRAPHIC tVIDENCE FOR MIXING OF ALKALINE AND SUB-ALKALINE
MACalAS IN THE tArTLSSNAKE HILLS ITwruSIVE COatLnX. CENTRAL
WYOMING.

KOCH. Anthony R. MYERS, James D4 FROST. Carol V.. Dept of Geology
and Geophysics. University of Wyoming. Larnmic. WY U2071.

The Rattlessaks Hills of eattral Wyoming host locene intrnsioos and extrusive bodies
of qurts-soresstive rhyotite and quartz Istcse. These ae spatially divided into two
rop die eastern rttbb groups (EFG) and the western felic group (WFG). Nepheline-

normative phonolits. tetiyles snd lamprophyres comprise the nentral tlkalic group
(CAO). which Is located between the EFG and WPG.

Although the WPO end WFO rocks have similar bulk-reck chemical
compositions. they me petrogrephically different. The EFG rocks (ptlg tubitptDnt+/-
t) Ue Coarsely porphyritie (phenocrysts no so7 mm) with saxnned olisoclase
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so old. Sleve N! 2471Q
q oFor*mbOLEM= XYDROCARSON-COPtAXIMATZD GROUND

USING IN-SITU AIR SPARCING AND ACTIVE SOIL
rz-s OD~ IN aT LAST SITES I1N NEw MEXICO.Nov Mexico Environment Dept. , 1150 St.
tSt cis Dr.., Santa To, NM £7503) BILLINGS, Jeffrey
/r*nliagsa I Assoc., Inc., 3815 Academy "XY N-

r-lbuqerque, NM 871091 BROWN, William J.,
Environmental Health Dept. , P.O. ox

Al quarque, NX 57103: ARDIso, Cynthia P.,
pttersa Inc., 6100 Xtn. Rd. OM, Albuquerque, UK S7110
Of the Nw Mexico Environment Department's (H1ED's)

.$ to locate and evaluate cost-effective and efficientrt ;entechnologies for leaking underground storage
rem, ILS sites,. NMD has bean closely tracking the
_ oftnt of an in-situ meodiation technology called the

0041 gce Volatilization and Ventilation System (SVw,
' nding. 1595).s m consists of a series of vell nests which are

w1 d vithin the areas of soil and ground-water
'..,ination at LOST sites. Each wvel nest consists of a
Sextraction weil screened within the vadose zone and

';rinjection veil screened below the water table.
.,Sirvg utilizes three remediation processes: vadoge

vapor extraction (In-situ ventilation)l air sparging
'e saturated gone (in-situ air stripping) and enhanced
.rob1al biodegradation.

T e svVS has proven very effective L the remediation
:.rS sites in Mew Moxico where a shallow water table
^ Significant reductions in benzene, toluene, ethyl

" .ne and xylenes (tMx) have bean observed over cela-
y short time spans. SVVS treatment has been demon-

' atgd to be an extremely efficient redlation technology
; compared to conventional pump and treat systems.

SESSION 98, 1:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22,1991
T 25: CENOZOIC EXTENSION IN
THE CORDILLERA: GEOMETRY,
TIMING, MECHANISMS, AND
REGIONAL CONTROLS (PART 11)
SDCC: Room 16AB

Io- SWi t4D N! 28606

GAS GEOCHEMIAL S PJNO AS A UETHOD CF GRUNWATER F"X
AT THlE CHECA ETALS AND PESTICESPITS (ON? PIP S) AT

.w SAVAI'4H VER SITE.
YAtT. P.DL Ei UOUNT, G C.. PIICE. V.. We~lliQ~tOI Savannah River

Cenplti. P.O. Eox 616. Aican. SC 19801; PIRKLEP. RJ..
iaoSeePs Ud.. 220 Wiliam Pt Way. Phiusgh, PA 152

W4 CUP Pk$ consisted of two parallel Wenches used for diposal eo OIL orgsnlc
genni. pesticidis snd metals duhCng ft years 1171 through 179. TU
gsal area is centrally ocated wIthin Os Savannah River Site en a
egeraphic high. In 1584. IN waste was remonved. ft contaminated soyl

eud and t0 gtoundwster montoing wells were Installed it a effort lo
wer. remedisa eand close the site. 11Minor era plunes we known lo exist
e s Shalow aquifers.

ecent sBol gas surveys. In support of a ACRAICERCLA Integrated
wastilisfion bentfied elevated eoncenlrations ofherganlos I areas RW from
go disposal oft sand different from St wed groundwsor low diretis.

ourdwser low eilletions at gSm st We t I* moni t fbr Ow shatow eh ulsr
go words VW disposal area from te moiMt, mouth and ast bfr deper

cular. Geological e a rom monlosing wetsun"ge a c Harbona ae
g "y bne disposal area ay ~a locaihed gioutdwaler low.

So gas survey data idenified Contaminated groundwater p8es emanatlng
sen Sie site but not predicted by monitoing wells. Da U hdicate St S oN

s suveys may be utilzed lt refita groundwater low directions hI areas
wetre colx shallow aqullers era contaminited wih volat*l erganks.

TMal tnmbeon in "a sitrael was develoed A" St come of work under
aci E-ACo64BSR15coS wM Oa U.S. ODetarent of Knuy.

01 30 p.m. Metca, Rodney V. N! 26750
MORNiLENDE CEOBAROMZMY FROM MlCOCD4 PLUrONS: wrucaTows
IEGARDI9NG WU1IFT AM OCN IOTATIO DURING RAS AD An G

MErChLF. Sadney V. ad DAM[. Lesa .DeparLt eit o einat, UsIblwa
ef Mands. La Vegas. Nevada 0154

£144orableade gahareihtry Wu vad a demea the depth of wysulastiom br mg
Ibtat e plasem Wiles Rid (WRP) s AM Firkate OM), km ath smkern Cea&do
1w atraaeml ersldor. e? U WRP ezkbbbt a hsml up aSe we mad ohwed 30km

a Seth where ft atirud Freambrin paI... Pln kr Nadlig 1imb sad dEam ldkitts the
W3? km experieced utwat estem Te5W? bead. IPI briss gieths wk1 a
bjpe1u" o at Om wag mad Wadi 3.2 km se at wh It at by I tke eais I loatbird
alte thit 1yuae, IM5). Narit avadlas "a a suaii mtwast exiee et tfe Mld.

11'hosalle dais mumer as Ut er WRP sad U * Iwad hfr &&P IFsa. t55. Seek
phi. ras mop Iscmpaudcam fra. umsodlmls at 4P msakmel. Evldieam of magma

ate tha swg a d ft gabanmeta mikbui Sa skdrrl ftaue~l pl
OMd mrmlatfie low Almum ad peam. ad tepamat pale lsad km
_mcuek ph-as ad by th pesbueastr. e Am att larger abodral galm ae
abiliis low Al mesaft sad ere ided. Asalam al lb fualcattie wren SheaIna ares
dadeaivdly saInws mpaldee lik akou U iew ats al lg a. Uhlg mutipe paim
be " G. "pi et Iqtz) manadaiorita sad UsSid U ria u . the maka ad of WRI
YAWIdallar lemb wIl adAeallss )med a Sb sm U) of LU ID U. This Idd p
nmga M . LJ 2 Sar sd Estks atE U LI *7a £Ag thusi b (aC yUIed
PaU *1. Sai sad s depek of2 *.143 lie. A alle ample of WRP m i In. 11
Sms seatd ofe bypbysiall at P"s AIlotal'I.11; MM; ads depth at ASm. Assummft
egutbe sheet a Sbumlaul att-ow seus Oms makeam Ue eimiat wnt U *A 31. ora
sarthenar S. lasetismt ofWE? ama have emwhrad a somepaftr. Salad km 0e madato
the Carmb peost. 1akiple pal. fre NMe samphea dql uiNMehia of. theMM ad of the
Mllh IW uA14"et LAI StLt Uprorsoru VUI U L3ea li ad dtptkeV 7t L o4A Sm,.
LAvrvglelf tam rmis leAm) yllds PmU .14.2 tha adsa depth of 38.. Sine. Thle emit

nevehrulty, 32km wt of Ose spa or MI. mm the awleto as the got of Intrudese. We latfr
thmatt m ew Vth atlm V ath SoW? Semmrd Siowamth Caets ftiperatera.

61245 pzt.Andsrsol FLE. N! 16613
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LMIOCENE PWTONISM. UPLIFT. AND EXTENSION.
LAKE MEAD AREA. NORTHWESTERNMOST ARIZONA AND ADJACENT
NEVADA

ANDERSON, N.E.. ard VARNHARD. TAP. U.S. GeologIcal Surve. Box 35046.
MS *6. DFC. Dsnver, CO. 16=5

TMe Lake liead area can be added to the growing bet of areas in the Cordilera, Sta
expoe evdenc to 8 cose sso Iaon between Ceozoi1C Plullonism and
extnsin. he ilsn idg p840. Si8wnorthern Slack Mountaints is a north-
brodenng.Slagulr. ompsit. eizoalmass, about 20 Ion en eacht edge. Stat

was emplaced Sidlo Protorozoic ati~e rock and Paleozole and Cenozoic cover
rock durng ate McensUrns etrgerell sudies by Larson and Smith (1590.

AR. v. 55, .17693) ledlate Stat lonnedby conurgltg otfa are vobjin of
NaWcmgm=wt a sattellr vok e e lscmagfma The pluton lt Sited about S

degrees north, exposing Its abstsn amd roof InIia8 norhif and fs deeper
PaMt inthe south.

TMe extent of preintruslon Cenozoic deformation ft best evaluated in Ite north.
whtere to pluton fttudes Sloane Sedirnentory and volcaic rocks. Those rocks
show a mild to moderate degre of prelntruslion OitNg Sta SIncreases southward.
The pluton Stare consists of 1tousands of dikes Stat record 815 km of
aynrnplacement sftng i an approximately eart-wsst direction. This n by
dikesoridks emplacement was accompanied by a southwsrd-increas~ig degree of
synernplacement exeso~ latdStng. SIn Ste northernmnost part of to pluton.
dikes are mostly verlicat and prelntrusive stata dip gently. By contrast directly,
Souitt of LAke Slbad peelintrte volcanic stratla am aubrverkafc. weh-~PM"a diltes
dip at moderate ang . and Ne dm are s16verlal. Wcaft hi3tracted
and syn-Intruslon extenlon-rtate OMi events Sta ended wilth p1uotm
county ocks sId Pt wErE Med away from and dWLtuFTd lward th axis of
Me plum Sin three events. s~uggst extensional collApse o 51hi growIng. rising
pluton and of Me eing Slwc Mountainstructural block. Contrary lo current
models of extensIonal defonnation S IhS area, we 3nd so ev incstat 8f
northern Black Mountains served as a source terrano for wbado-r2nsported
extensiontl adlochthonrt h

T:::::::U :::
E-6::
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Volcanic risk assessment studies for the proposed high-level radioactive
waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, U.S.A.

Eugene L.Smith, Daniel L.Feuerbach, Terry R. Naumann,' Ho, Chih-Hrsing2

Volcanic hazard studies by the Center for Volca.
nic and Tectonic Studies related to the proposed
high-level radioactive waste repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada have concentrated on producing a
synthesis of Late Miocene to Quaternary basaltic
olcanism in the southern Great Basin. To obtain a

regional perspective of basaltic volcanism, detailed
mapping and sampling of analog systems as well as
volcanic centers vwithin S0 km of the proposed repo-
sitory havc been completed. Important advances
from these studies include the documentation of de-
tailed chronostratigraphy vithin volcanic fields and
development of geochemical models for the genesis
of alkalic mafic magmas within continental rift envi-
ronments. These data in combination with studies of
the structural controls on the emplacement of mafic
magmas have led to the determination of an area of
most recent volcanism (AMRV) near Yucca Moun-
tain. Data from volcanic centers within the AMRV are
being used to estimate recurrence rates and conditio-
nal probability of future volcanism for risk asses-
sment. The AxiRV includes ten eruptive centers and
encompasses all post-4 Ma volcanic complexes within

50krnm of the proposed repository. High-risk rectan-
gles were constructed at each cluster of Quaternary
centers within the A.MRV. The size, shape and orien-
tation of these high-risk zones is based on structural
and volcanic studies in the AMRV as well as in analog
volcanic fields. The proposed waste repository lies
within one of the risk rectangles associated with the
Lathrop Wells volcano.

The possible recurrence ofvolcanicactivityin the
AMR~p was evaluated by estimating the instantaneous
recurrence rate using a nonhomogeneous Poisson
process with Weibull intensity and by using a homo-
geneous Poisson process to predict future eruptions.
Based on data from Quaternary data, the estimated
instantaneous recurrence rate for volcanism is about
5.5 x 14Wyear. We conclude that the estimated prob-
ability of at least one eruption occurring in the AMRV
in the next 10000 years is about S percent.

L.Center for VoIcanicand Tectonic Studis Department odGeos.
cience. Univrsiy of Ne.ada. Lts Veps. Nv 89154. USA.
I Depanment of Mathematical Sciences. University of Nevada.
Las Veps. Nv 89154. USA.
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04:30 p.m. Seaman, S. J.
MAGMA MINGLING AND MIXING IN THE ROOTS OF A PROTEROZOIC ISLAND
ARC, THE MINNEHAHA MAGMATIC COMPLEX. CENTRAL ARIZONA

SEAMAN. SJ, and WILLIAMS. ML.. Dept. Of Geology and GeoVraply. Univ. of
Massachusetts. Amherst, MA 01003; HERRON. P.M4 O'SRIEN. JA4 and
COLLIER.S.A.. Geology Dept. Collate Uiv.. I jOak Dr. Hamilton, NY 13346

The Miinnehaa magmati eomplex is a -17: 0 Ma eoaposise intrusive berriase which
preserves t vidence f(or hge-scale minging ofgnoitiec bnd hasaltic magmas. Ad the in-stu
synthesis of intermediate composition magma. The comples rt bounded on the north bs the
Crooks Canyon granodiorie. on the oust by a aprptm of .1740-1720 Ma metasedimntoary
rocks. an the south by the l16J 2 Ma (Chambelain and Bowring. per. comm.l Horse
Mountain pluson. and on the west by an cunaed very oarse-grained granite. Four mait
fithotles awe represented Jn tSeoemples:a K-tvser mgacryutic granit timegsrysts to -S
em long). a hosrabilede habulto. a or iubleade drin tea rsce-graimed. spotted rock with

plagaoine-domniaatad erttrh boating sPherical aceumtulacions ef hborable-e crystals n.e
diorime lihe ompositionally ns mixing lioes betnen the granite lnd the bassthi. end
members. The spoted socks ate eicliedsi CI Mg. and Cr relative o the basalts andm am
bc u et teuaed uealy ftr(tam basaltic maga. to addition to these four hathohloi. a
variety or fine-trained hybrids representing mining orarle proportiont o basl and small
proportiotss of granite at esmmoc.

Testtres preserved In the tamplet provide abusdant evidence that the K-spar
megacrystic granitic magma and th bkasic magrat w contemporaneously partially

liquid. Thick accumulations of deformed. mshroom-shasped soe of basal (to lm
diamer).sesunoadedbymagacrystic gan tr.p bly repeet droplet baaltic magma
Injected lab Me granitic magma ehamber. K-sptr megacryts in the granite are
progressively eorbed and ditested with increasing proximity to basaltic droplets.

The Minnehaha complex f one of several tatiatie enaters in the Big Bug block .r
the Yiaapai province. The block my have been a Proterozoic compressional. subduction-
related omples. The sextml and tompostiont of the omplex uggest that granite/basit
hybridiastion eontributed heavily to teo production f Initermediate magmas in the re
emplex. The buesah may represent a hydrous partial mansk mek which provided heat for
ananaxfs of eristal ematrfal to generate ttlsic erogenic plutons.

04:45 p.m. Metcalf, R. V.

THE Kr. P KI PLUV1 SHALLOW4LVL MAGMA MIXING AMD MINGLING
DURING MIOCENE EXTD4ION

METCALF. ILV. SMIT. L I. MALL. L. ad Ih E. :C. Deparnt or
Ceamene. Wivetilty of levotidaLas Veg. Las Vits. NV "Mt

Generation d Inmudle mamga drting erstal extrasim es ka Importoat qusd... The
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aN blekoe-bmulg sts matnemlc (."wS 11 lOb); P3 ha n r am.med bhLs Lzhisd)
grmodisrtsu (4-73 wrM mad .P Is mite of nphaalic plan Mk. widths of tem to 3
mssfes) of mie btlsrmiln. mad labic _pk L Alb4lildi gearetmeo n pha
groPs nPadgF3 gIve similar nods. Pd t bas. ylding a artsala depth of ,j
omishm.
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talk smagma guached within eseler, mee te maga. Line aratuds a mor etment
Harbor variation diagrams na hyperbolic wSidsit majoroee onreet mtle ilasts Inicatet a
magma mtInng "Is be Ihssrmaaise reekt at r2 and 1 n graodlorbat serv s the
think tixg id mamber. 11 gshhUs eof sh miing trends * a ft so thIt mae sad
member te alan; moidelin mot tthe MME wre me rebted to the gabbo by fractissal
arytalsintim. i bonth n al n WIlE. ebayel pagticiam mg csr pwlLitisaLatly ts eded
t k r feddspar tarus. ma bid graits mm niused by aive. Thats feature Indicate thatt tt

MME kt as the m t mt mixing ad mmber bat isf a hybrid tOrmed by magma maledg.
rat hgicatve er advaned mseckhancal mining lea Ihlkes. disrunpted mare dika.
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scarred of dtpth Ilv.die at ML erkis Indicate sho th cmposlioealy expadled sult, brored
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04u5 p~m. Rockow, Michael W.

UnE.CRAJNED ENCLAVES DI JOTUNITE AND MAN4GWTE MORNr COMPLEIX.
QLUMEC: NEW CLUES FOR MASSIFA74ORTHOS1TE IPE1ROGZNESIS?

ROCKOW. bliebhe W. Wl DYMEK. Rbens P.. DCMeUM of Rarh end llsnsy sciences.
Waimstugso Uttivesasy. Si. Lds. MOD 03130

Fal~mooad Imcrmatac eMcave OWL abbe1i Ih SWM ft VtWi worldwide. MppM t have
sive before bm meogmazd ft Vanaci NW 0mm wish MAW aencitio Howeve1r, at
mie complex. ME am Wisea in db ouitmate md Masgtain moW (.pyrsnson moltoiens and
"mmee sins -m. mq'stlney). 'he they eamprues 'P so a tew S of individual eusesail

'Ak ad pmepe I Iw . md einibia SuP commis ump Suuiroul. Eight PCE-ual pas (am
hasun h ont) kmv bem smedled pmguargriically. PM inhfbt flurisasid polygmli tsequigrominar
ousn - emy iliftta bon thei huts, whlich ma morabla. f&aha seks chatacterltd by
dlpaxx: feldqnzh dusnaini t m e by mums-lisod oaki aggregats.Th l salmhcalogy, of hosts ad

_ _ - AN3N-An2 in semlm ; ups: BA5r11Soe - IlAg14Fa3 up: Ca4 7 Mg2fon -
4"bignsat - Cn4sMg3%31 - 5#5fljgrlS). his OWmMS in1 NO amfple ma .aa 8et

mit ), im sepoti ly mac le npo au sj we s m aially lbess m b sin hhust.F O p ai. M Ajo
awe lemnt npinmashav bun detemined Om wo b=44CE pans (onesk hadi ads) by

WoodINA melsh'. ITe KME Is djo taiat huna M~g saposisic (52A wrS Sgb1 U wlE
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Abstract. Investigations are currently underway to eval-
uate the impact of potentially adverse conditions (eg.
volcanism, faulting, seismicity) on the waste-isolation
capability of the proposed nuclear waste repository at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, USA. This paper is the first
in a series that will examine the probability of disrup-
tion of the Yucca Mountain site by volcanic eruption.
In it, we discuss three estimating techniques for deter-
mining the recurrence rate of volcanic eruption (A), an
important parameter in the Poisson probability modd.
The first method is based on the number of events oc-
curring over a certain observation period, the second is
based on repose times, and the final is based on magma
volume. All three require knowledge of the total num-
ber of eruptions in the Yucca Mountain area during the
observation period (E). Following this discussion we
then propose an estimate of E which takes into account
the possibility of polygenetic and polycyclic volcanism
at all the volcanic centers near the Yucca Mountain
site.

formation of three clusters of small volume basalt cen-
ters (3.7 to 0.01 Ma), all located south and west of the
Yucca Mountain site. The two youngest episodes form
northwest-trending zones that parallel the trend of
structures in the Spotted Range-Mine Mountain section
of the Walker Lane belt. Crowe and Perry (1989) sug-
gest a southwest migration of basaltic volcanism in the
Yucca Mountain area based on this structural paralle-
lism, a pattern that may reflect an earlier southwest mi-
gration of silicic volcanism in the Great Basin. Smith et
al. (1990a) suggest that there is no preferred migration
trends for post-6-Ma volcanism in the Yucca Mountain
region.

Concern that future volcanism might disrupt the
proposed Yucca Mountain repository site motivated
the assessment of the volcanic risk to the Yucca Moun-
tain area, located within the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
Crowe and Carr (1980) calculate the probability of vol-
canic disruption of a repository at Yucca Mountain,
Nevada using a method developed largely by Crowe
(1980). Crowe et al. (1982) refine the volcanic probabil-
ity calculations for the Yucca Mountain area using the
following mathematical model:

Pr Idisruptive event before time tj- I - e
where A is the recurrence rate of volcanic events and p
is the probability of a repository disruption, given an
event. The parameterp is estimated as a/A, where a is
the area of the repository and A is some minimal area
that encloses the repository and the area of the volcanic
events. Crowe et al. (1982) develop a computer program
to find either the minimum area circle or minimum area
ellipse (defined as A) that contains the volcanic centers
of interest and the repository site. A is defined to ac-
commodate tectonic controls for the localization of vol-
canic centers and to constrain 1 to be uniform within
the area of either the circle or ellipse. The rate of vol-
canic activity is calculated by determination of the an-
nual rate of magma production for the NTS region and
by cone counts using refined age data. Resulting proba-
bility values using the refined mathematical model are
calculated for periods of I year and 100,000 years. Two

Introduction

The Yucca Mountain region is located within the Great
Basin portion of the Basin and Range physiographic
province, a large area of the western USA characterized
by alternating linear mountain ranges and alluvial val-
leys. Crowe and Perry (1989, Figure 1) divide the Ceno-
zoic volcanism of the Yucca Mountain region into three
episodes that include (1) an older episode of large vol-
ume basaltic volcanism (12 to 8.5 Ma) that coincides in
time with the termination of silicic volcanic activity; (2)
the formation of five clusters of small volume basalt
scoria cones and lava flows (9 to 6.5 Ma), all located
north and east of the Yucca Mountain site; and (3) the
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procedures (explained below) are used for the rate cal-
culations (Crowe et al. 1982). As calculated by Crowe et
al. (1982), the probability of volcanic disruption of a
waste repository located at Yucca Mountain falls in the
range of 3.3 x 10-10 to 4.7 x 10-' during the first year,
which increases approximately linearly with isolation
time.

Issues that arise In connection with the work of Crowe
et al. (1982)

Although the procedure outlined in Crowe et al. (1982)
represents a more formal approach to this problem
than ever attempted previously, flaws exist. The method
must be modified because the existing data base is in-
adequate to reasonably constrain A. Despite the fact
that there are well-recognized means of gathering data
in the NTS region (field mapping; determinations of
the eruptive history of basaltic centers; petrology; geo-
chemistry; geochronology, including magnetic polarity
determinations; tectonic setting; and geophysical stud-
ies) many considerations are still unknown, e.g., age of
volcanism and vent counts.

Present understanding of eruptive mechanisms is not
yet advanced enough to allow deterministic predictions
of future activity. The only attempts at long-term fore-
casting have been made on statistical grounds, using
historical records to examine eruption frequencies,
types, patterns, risk, and probabilities. Reliable histori-
cal data make possible the construction of activity pat-
terns for several volcanoes (Wickman 1966, 1976; Klein
1982, 1984; Mulargia et al. 1987; Condit et al. 1989; Ho
1990). Unfortunately, detailed geologic mapping of vol-
canic centers is in its infancy in the Yucca Mountain
area. A formal structure, with conclusions depending
on the model assumptions, needs to be developed to
evaluate volcanic risk for the NTS.

This paper investigates important parameters re-
quired to calculate the probability of site disruption
and provides estimates for the unknown parameter~s)
that are meaningful both statistically and geologically,
taking into account the limited availability of precise
ages in the NTS region.

The Poisson model

The application of statistical methods to volcanic erup-
tions is put onto a sound analytical footing by Wick-
man (1966, 1976) in a series of papers that discuss the
applicability of the methods and the evaluation of re-
currence rates for a number of volcanoes. Wickman ob-
serves that, for some volcanoes, the recurrence rates are
independent of time. Volcanoes of this type are called
'Simple Poissonian Volcanoes." Theoretically, the
probability formula (Crowe et al. 1982) is derived for
this type of volcanic activity from the following as-
sumptions:
1. Volcanic eruptions in successive time periods of
length t for each period are independent and should

5I

follow a Poisson distribution with a constant mean (av-
erage rate) At, i.e. a simple Poissonian volcano.
2. Every eruption has the same probability of reposi-
tory disruption p. That is, there is no heterogeneity with
respect to disruptiveness.
3. The disruptiveness of the eruptions are independent
of one another.

This very brief description is purely mathematical
and has no direct interpretation in geologic terms.
Since the Poisson model is both the state-of-the-volca-
nological-art (e-.. Wrickman 1966, 1976) and used in ac-
tual risk assessment (e.g. Gardner and Knopoff 1974;
McGuire and Barnhard 1981), we do not question the
above assumptions in this article. Therefore, the follow-
ing statistical development is based on the assumptions
of a simple Poisson model. Of course, exploring alter-
native models derived from different assumptions
based on detailed geologic data and statistical analysis
would be valuable as well (e.g. see Ho 1991).

Probabilityformula

The probability model of Crowe et al. (1982) is based
on the following relationship:
Pr (disruptive event before time tJ - I - e
The power series expansion for exp -" (Ellis and Gu-
lick 1986, p. 545) is:

e_up i (-Atp)r_ -Atp + (AW _ Ate) +..
h-0 k 2! 3!

Therefore, the final probability calculation can be sim-
plified as:
Pr (disruptive event before time t)

l~tp_- LAtp + (AV)3
21 3!

-Atp, for small A and p relative to t.
The approximation is reasonable and is true for vir-
tually all of the calculations in Crowe et al. (1982) since
all of their estimated values of both A (< 10-5) and p
( < 10- 3) are small. Therefore, the accuracy of estimat-
ing the unknown parameters A and p directly influences
the significance of values for the probability of reposi-
tory disruption.

Recurrence rate

The Poisson process is used to describe a wide variety
of stochastic phenomena that share certain characteris-
tics and phenomena in which some "happening" takes
place sporadically over a period of time in a manner
that is commonly thought of as -at random." We will
refer to a "happening" as an event. If events in a Pois-
son process occur at a mean rate of A per unit time (I
year, 105 year, etc.), then the expected number (long-
run average) of occurrences in an interval of time in t
units is At. In quantifying volcanism at Yucca Moun-
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tain, we define a volcanic eruption as an event. There-
fore, the collection of data is directly or indirectly
based on the number of eruptions.

Crowe et at. (1982) try three methods to calculate A
in their probability calculations. These are: (1) evalua-
tion of intervals of volcanic activity for evidence of pe-
riodicity; (2) counts of volcanic events in Quaternary
time; and (3) evaluation of the ratio of magma produc-
tion rate and mean magma volume. Based on method 1,
they conclude that the data suggest no distinct patterns
or periodicity of basaltic volcanism in late Cenozoic
time. Therefore, the data are insufficient to analyze in-
terval patterns and thus cannot be used to calculate fu-
ture rates of volcanic activity (Crowe et at. 1982). We
believe, however, that according to the Poisson model
assumptions, intervals of volcanic activity should fol-
low an exponential distribution and thus A can be esti-
mated statistically. We shall demonstrate such statisti-
cal sampling and estimation techniques in the following
section.

Based on method 2, Crowe et al. (1982) calculate A
as NIT where N is the number of scoria cones and T is
the period of time represented by the age of the cones
or some other specified time period. Thus A is the aver-
age number of eruptions per unit time. In their calcula-
don of NIT, they define no statistical sampling tech-
nique that is associated with the assumed model. More-
over, they do not provide evidence that counting cones
is equivalent to counting eruptive events. Crowe et al.
(1989) and Wells et al. (1990) now recognize and clas-
sify the Lathrop Wells volcanic center as a polygenetic
volcano and suggest that some cones may have erupted
more than once. Note that the Lathrop Wells volcanic
center is only 12 miles away from the proposed Yucca
Mountain repository site. We shall introduce a statisti-
cal estimation procedure to interpret the estimator.

Based on method 3, Crowe et al. (1982) determine
the rate of magma production for the NTS region by
fitting a linear regression line to a data set of four
points collected from four volcanic centers. Each value
thus represents magmatic volume of a single eruption at
a corresponding volcanic center. The mean magma vol-
ume for 4 m.y. is calculated by taking the average of
these four values. The ratio (rate/mean) is then calcu-
lated as an estimate for the annual recurrence rate A.
Similarly, the annual recurrence rate for Quaternary
time is obtained using only the two Quaternary data
points. We consider this approach questionable, since a
simple Poisson model requires a constant rate of occur-
rence, which is not the same as steady-state magma pro-
duction in a volume-predictable model (e.g. see Wick-
man 1966, 1976; Wadge 1982). We shall show that such
calculations based on magma volume duplicate those
of method 2, if the rate of magma volume is constant.
Moreover, we shall also point out that, in this case, they
apparently assume only four (two) eruptions in the
NTS region during the last 4 m.y. (Quaternary time)
This apparent assumption explains why their final
probabilities based on magma volume are consistently
smaller than those based on cone counts (Crowe et al.
1982, tables IV and V).

The rate of volcanic eruption, A is a critical parame-
ter for the probability calculation. We shall now exam.
ine various statistical methods for calculating A, how
the geologic record of volcanism in the Yucca Moun-
tain can be used to estimate values of A, and the limita-
tions in calculating A.

Estimation based on Poisson count data

In dealing with distributions, repeating a random ex-
periment several times to obtain information about the
unknown parameter(s) is useful. The collection of re-
sulting observations, denoted x1,x 2,...,x., is a sample
from the associated distribution. Often these observa-
tions are collected so that they are independent of each
other. That is, one observation must not influence the
others. If this type of independence exists, it follows
that xi, x2, ... , x, are observations of a random sample
of size n. The distribution from which the sample arises
is the population. The observed sample values,
xi,x 2 ,... , x ,8, are used to determine information about
the unknown population (or distribution).

Assuming that x,, x2, .. ., x, represent a random sam-
ple from a Poisson population with parameter A, the li-
kelihood function is:

La)- X~~. Xi!L(A)_ flf(x,;A)-m-<1 E m jnx,!
i-* ~ai- , ,_

Many good statistical procedures employ values for the
population parameters that "best" explain the observed
data. One meaning of "best' is to select the parameter
values that maximize the likelihood function. This tech-
nique is called "maximum likelihood estimation," and
the maximizing parameter values are called "maximum
likelihood estimates," also denoted MLE, or X. Note
that any value of A that maximizes L(A) will also max-
imize the log-likelihood, In L(A). Thus, for computa-
tional convenience, the alternate form of the maximum
likelihood equation,

d In L(A) -0

will often be used, and the log-likelihood for a random
sample from a Poisson distribution is:

In (1A)-nA+ xlnk-In(Ixdl

The maximum likelihood equation is:

dt In L(A)- n + £ X, ok0

which has the solution - £X -x. This is indeed a

maximum because the second derivative:

ay In LM) - ,-X
All

is negative when evaluated at fr



Let us demonstrate this estimation technique. Let X
denote the number of volcanic eruptions for a 105-year
period for the NTS region from this assumed Poisson
process. Then X follows a Poisson distribution with av-
erage recurrence rate p, with j-At- 105 A. If we wish to
estimate A for the Quaternary using the Poisson count
data for the NTS region, the successive number of
eruptions from the last 16 consecutive intervals of
length Jos years (16x 10'-1.6x 10'-Quaternary peri-
od) must be estimated. The number of observed erup-
tions per interval are denoted as x1,x 2,...,x, 6. Thus,
these 16 values represent a sample of size 16 from a
Poisson random variable with average recurrence rate
A. Estimating the mean of the Poisson variable from
these count data gives:

16
.4X Ei x,/16,

i-l

and
16

,t /10'o_ Z xil(.6 x101)

This shows that the estimated annual recurrence rate, I,
is the average number of eruptions during the observa-
tion period (in years). Based on this estimation tech-
nique, A can be defined as:
£umE/T, (1)

where E- total number of eruption during the observa-
tion period,

and T-observation period.
Note that for the estimation of A in this model, an indi-
vidual observation xi is not required. However, the dis-
tribution of xs can provide information for model se-
lection, for model-adequacy checking, and for parame-
ter estimation in general.

Estimation based on repose times

With any Poisson process there is an associated se-
quence of continuous waiting times for successive oc-
currences. If events occur according to a Poisson proc-
ess with parameter A, then the waiting time until the
first occurrence, T., follows an exponential distribu-
tion, T. - Exp(O) with 6-1/1. Furthermore, the waiting
times between consecutive occurrences are independent
exponential variables with the same mean time between
occurrences, 1/A (Paz-en 1962, p. 135). Several simpli-
fying assumptions must be made in treating eruptions
as events in time. Although the onset date of an erup-
tion is generally well-defined as the time when lava first
breaks the surface, the duration is harder to determine
because of such problems as slowly cooling flows or
lava lakes, and the gradual decline of activity. We ad-
opt the same definition for repose time as used by
Klein (1982). Therefore, we ignore eruption duration,
we choose the onset date as the most physically mean-
ingful parameter, and we measure repose times from
one onset date to the next. Thus, our definition of 're-
pose time' differs from the classic one as a noncruptive
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period. This procedure seems justified because most
eruption durations are much shorter than typical repose
intervals. The mean time between two events (erup-
tions), 6, is inversely related to the volcanic recurrence
rate A. Assumptions of the Poisson process are rather
restrictive, but at least a very tractable and easily ana-
lyzed model can be proposed. The maximum likelihood
estimator for 8 (Hogg and Tanis 1988, p. 336) is:

-i- E t1 /m, and1.6 -j'_-,

where J., ... , t,, represent values of a random sample of
size m from an exponential population with parameter
O. For the NTS region, the exact values of tj s (repose
times) are difficult to obtain because the precise date of
each eruption is not known. However, based on the
definition of repose times we can calculate:

£ te-time betweeen the first and last eruptions during
'~' the observation period,
and
m -total number of repose times - E- 1, which gives

wh(E-re)/(To- T
where

(2)

E-Total number of eruptions between To and ',,, in-
clusive,

with
To -age of the oldest eruption,
Ty -age of the youngest eruption.
Note that the numerical values of E in both Eqs. I and
2 are identical for the same observation period of
length T. In practice, however, the observation period
for the exponential model (Eq. 2) must be trimmed to a
period between To and T., inclusive, to reflect that ex-
actly m (-E- I) repose times (it through t,,) are ob-
tained. Theoretically, the two estimates obtained for A
(Eqs. I and 2) should be consistent, but not identical.

Estimation based on magma volume

Let Vbe the total volume of basaltic magma erupted at
the surface in the NTS region during the observation
period of length T. From Eq. 1, we obtain:
t- El 2- EV/TV-(V/7)/(V1E)-r/i6 (3)
where
t_ VIT, the annual rate of magma production,

and
v m VIE, the mean volume of magma during the obser-
vation period of length T.
Equation 3 is valid, but it also requires an accurate esti-
mate of E for d. If E (or P) is underestimated, so is A.
The most efficient way to calculate r is VIT. Crowe and
Perry (1989) present a refined method to calculate r.
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They evaluate r as the slope of the curve of cumulative
magma volume plotted versus time. It is essentially
identical to VIT, assuming a constant rate of magma
volume (an assumption that Crowe et al. (1982) and
Crowe and Perry (1989) have been striving to prove). In
this case, the degree or erosional modification of vol-
canic landforms should be studied to estimate volumes
of missing volcanic deposits. The overall error, which is
multiplicative, is compounded in the values of Crowe
and Perry (1989) for r. Moreover, E must be estimated
when calculating a, the mean volume of magma. There-
fore, we see no economy in Eq. 3 and consider it to
duplicate Eq. 1. We derive Eq. 3 merely to demonstrate
that the estimation procedures used by Crowe et al.
(1982) and Crowe and Perry (1989) are flawed and
therefore must be modified.

Estimation of E

All of the statistical estimation methods considered for
A (Eqs. 1-3) require knowing the value of E (total num-
ber of eruptions during the observation period). An ac-
curate count of E is possible for volcanoes with a com-
plete historical record. Identifying E, however, depends
strictly on a clear understanding of eruptive processes
and reliable dating techniques for the NTS region,
since no historical record is available. Scientists differ
in their opinions of volcanism at the NTS area. The fol-
lowing is the view of Crowe et al. (1983):

'Basalt centers are composed of multiple vents, each
marked by a scoria cone. In the NTS region the cones
are divided into two categories: large central cones, re-
ferred to as the main cones, and satellite cones. The av-
erage number of cones at a single center, based on cone
counts of seven Quaternary basalt centers in the NTS
region, is about two to three cones. Thus, field data
suggest a general eruption pattern where the initial
breakthrough of magma to the surface is marked by the
development of an eruptive fissure with two or three
loci of effusion. Each of these vents becomes the site of
small scoria cones. As the eruption proceeds, activity
shifts or concentrates at a single vent that becomes the
site of the main scoria cone."

The above description indicates that a main scoria cone
is the final stage of a single eruption, and a single erup-
tion could have several small vents to accompany the
main cone. However, the possibility of polycyclic vol-
canism at all the volcanic centers needs to be evaluated.
A would be underestimated if nearby vents have distin-
guishable ages. We, therefore, estimate E as follows.

Let I denote the number of volcanic centers under
investigation, and let Jj be the number of main cones in
the ith volcanic center, where i- 1, ... , 1. The proposed
estimate of E is:

tr- Zi (mi,+v.o * (4)
i-I jnt

where rn4 - number of multiple, time-separate erup-
tions of the fib main cone in the Ait volcanic center,

and ej - number of vents that are separate in space and
time (with distinguishable age measurements) from the
jth main cone in the ith volcanic center.

The rationale for this estimate is that significant in-
formation has emerged that some of the volcanic cen-
ters are polygenetic volcanoes (e.g. Lathrop Wells cen-
ter (Wells et al. 1990)). This estimation for parameter E
(total number of eruptions) given by Eq. 4 takes into
account such a possibility for the NTS area. Studies are
in progress to attempt to evaluate the values of m,,s
and ej,'s for the Quaternary volcanic centers of the
Yucca Mountain.

Empirical results

Specifying the observation period (T) is important in
modeling the volcanism at NTS. Most of the volcanic
risk assessment studies in the Yucca Mountain area are
centered around the post-6-Ma (Pliocene and younger)
and Quaternary (<1.6 Ma) volcanism (Crowe et al.
1982, Smith et al. 1990a, and Wells et al. 1990). We
shall use a preliminary data set based on the Quater-
nary volcanism to demonstrate the estimation tech-
niques of the recurrence rate.

According to Crowe and Perry (1989), the younger
zone of basaltic activity in the vicinity of Yucca Moun-
tain is characterized by basaltic centers occurring as
dusters of scoria cones and lava flows. There are seven
Quaternary volcanic centers: the sequence of four 1.2-
Ma centers in Central Crater Flat, two centers of the
0.28-Ma Sleeping Butte site, and the Lathrop Wells cen-
ter. The age of the Lathrop Wells center has been re-
fined from the original 0.27 Ma (Crowe et al. 1982) to
0.01 Ma (Crowe and Perry 1989). This date (0.01 Ma) is
in the range of 0 to 0.02 Ma, the period of the most
recent volcanic activity of the Lathrop Wells Cone as
reported by Wells et al. (1990). The sequence of four 1.2
Ma centers in central Crater Flat includes Red Cone,
Northern Cone, Black Cone, and two Little Cones (Fig.
1). Smith et al. (1990a) concentrate on this group of five
cinder cone complexes in the central part of Crater Flat
in Fig. 1. Based on their discussion, the cones form a
12-km-long arcuate chain. Details of vent alignment are
best observed on Black Cone and Red Cone in the cen-
tral part of the chain. In the Black Cone complex, the
cinder cone is the most prominent topographic feature
(about 100 m high and 500 m in diameter), but it may
only account for a small volume of flows. A larger vol-
ume of basalt erupted from at least ten vents located
north, south and east of Black Cone. These vents are
commonly represented by scoria mounds composed of
cinder, ash, and large bombs. Vents are aligned along
two sub-parallel zones that strike approximately
N35' E. One zone includes Black Cone and four scoria
mounds; the other zone lies 300 m to the southeast of
Black Cone and contains at least seven mounds. Dikes
exposed in eroded mounds strike northeast and parallel
the trend of the vent zones. The Red Cone complex
contains three vent zones; two trend approximately
N45 E and a third zone strikes N50° W (Fig. 2). This
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Fig. 1. Generalized geologic map of Crater Flat volcanic field
area and boundary of proposed radioactive waste repository: inset
map shows location of the Crater Flat volcanic field. (Source:
Wells et ai. 1990, figure 1)

provides substantive justification of our treatment of
the total number of eruptions (E), and demonstrates
that data for the Yucca Mountain region are incom-
plete at this preliminary stage of the site characteriza-
tion studies.

Another key issue in the volcanic risk assessment
studies is the disagreement over age-dating of the rocks.
For example, the K-Ar dates for Red Cone presented
by Smith et al (1990b, table 4) are: 0.98±0.10 Ma for
dike, 1.01±0.06 Ma for amphibole-bearing unit, and
0.95 ±.08 for basalt on top of Red Cone. Until more
reliable dating techniques are available, we have no
way to distinguish the ages of the cones within each
cluster of volcanic centers. Notice that, although an in-
dividual observation (xi or tQ) is not required for the es-
timation of E developed in this article, the limited
availability of precise ages would affect the counts of
both mij and e in Eq. 4.

Consistent with the notations used in the previous
sections, the Quaternary volcanism yields:
T- 1.6 Ma, EaS, Tom 1.2 Ma, and T-0.01 Ma.

Therefore, based on Eq. 1,

X -E/T-8/(1.6x 10')S x I0 /yr
Based on Eq. 2,

I-(E- I)/(To- Ty)(8- 1)/(12 x 106-0.01 x 106)
- 5.9 x 10 S/yr

* Scoeed mound (00l VeW
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Fig 2. Geologic map of Red Cone. Crater Flat, Nevada

Of course, the estimated rate based on Eq. 3 is
Sx O1'/yr regardless of the value of V, since the
magma volume is really never needed in this calcula-
tion.

Discussion and conclusion

The statistical estimation of recurrence rate A requires a
reliable count of distinguishable vents. This approach is
based on the geologic record of volcanism at the NTS
region. The methods of the approach are supported by
sound statistical sampling theory. Crowe and Perry
(1989), however, object that vent counts record only the
recognition of a volcanic event, not its magnitude, and
so they refine the parameter estimation by concentrat-
ing on the cumulative magma volume, which is a con-
tinuous variable. Nonetheless, their model assumptions
and development are still based on a discrete simple
Poisson model, which treats each eruption equally in
order to calculate the final probability.

We now conclude this section with a few comments
and point to some further work.
1. Their recommended method for estimating A is to
construct a curve of cumulative magma volume versus
time, which is also affected by the counts of vents (A) in
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the observation period (T). Their ignorance of the crit-
ical factor E in Eq. 3 leads them to believe that estima-
tion based on magma volume is the most acceptable
method (Crowe and Perry 1989): this questionable be-
lief, in turn, handicaps their estimates for u and thus for A.
2. All of the published results that demonstrate statisti-
cal sampling techniques for volcanic activity require a
representative sample and a sufficiently large sample
size to calculate a reliable long-run average with preci-
sion at a desired level (flipping a coin twice does not
tell the whole story of the fairness of the coin).
3. Their recognition of the fact that short periods of
eruptive activity are bounded by long periods of inac-
tivity at NTS indicates that their choice of a simple
Poisson model should be adequately checked based on
more detailed geologic data. So far, the problems of
model assumptions and parameter estimations have
been treated only separately by Crowe et al. (1982) and
Crowe and Perry (1989), despite the fact that the model
(simple Poisson, or Volume-predictable model) as-
sumptions and parameter (occurrence rate, or magma
effusion rate) estimation methods virtually always de-
pend on each other in volcanic hazard and risk calcula-
tions.

Yucca Mountain is remote from human habitation.
There is no historical record of volcanism near Yucca
Mountain. Therefore, the volcanic record must be de-
veloped by detailed field, geomorphic, and geochrono-
logic studies. Precise ages are critical for volcanic rate
calculations, but traditional K-Ar dating commonly has
a large error in the age range recorded by the volcanoes
near Yucca Mountain (1.1 Ma to 20 Ka). Until more
precise techniques are developed, there will be uncer-
tainties with regard to the age and duration of volcan-
ism. Since predictions are needed, one possible im-
provement would be to reconfirm all of the crucial as-
sumptions using data that are the only basis we have
for making necessary plans, calculations, and model se-
lections. We have no choice but to form our notion of
governing laws on the basis of data and to act accord-
ingly. This is particularly true in volcanic studies, where
data are rare and expensive (4- S 300-4600 per age of a
vent at Yucca Mountain). Our efforts for future studies
will be devoted to considerably more detailed data col-
lection and statistical modeling. At this preliminary
stage of our work, all we can conclude is that the prob-
abilistic results of Crowe et al. (1982) are based on ide-
alized model assumptions, a premature data base, and
inadequate estimates of the required parameters. For
the reasons discussed, we think that Crowe et al. under-
estimate the risk of volcanism at the proposed Yucca
Mountain repository site.
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